Worthing
Stamp Auctions
70 Victoria Road, Worthing,
Sussex BN11 1UN
SATURDAY 23rd February 2019
Welcome to our first auction of the year at The Charmandean Centre, where
there is plenty of free parking. We look forward to seeing you in 2019. As
can be seen we have a lovely collection of GB including many 1d blacks,
and there are other unusual items to be seen throughout the auction.
Please note that we accept credit and debit card payments.
There will be no additional charge for use of these payment methods.
We are continuously looking for new items for our forthcoming auctions.

VIEWING
at our office all week Monday to Friday prior to the auction.
Open 10.00am – 5.00pm (closed for lunch 1.00pm – 2.00pm) & on the day
of the auction in The Charmandean Centre from 9.30am till 1.00pm

Diary dates for forthcoming auctions
Saturday 22nd June 2019
Saturday 7th September 2019
Saturday 23rd November 2019
Please note that the prices quoted in this catalogue are not necessarily the current ones.
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1.

POSTCARDS. Plastic blue crate filled with an all world mix of postcards, early to modern.

£18 C

2.

COINS. Red plastic box filled with loose coins, looks mostly GB mix.

£20 C

3.

COINS. 2014 FDC New Zealand royal visit with $1 silver proof Ltd edition , only 250 produced, scarce item.

£50 B

4.

COINS. Clear plastic box full of an all world mix of coins.

£25 C

5.

POSTCARDS. Selection of 10 x postcards all related to ships used and unused includes HMS Nile.

£25 C

6.

COINS. Clear plastic box filled with an all world range and includes some GB.

£25 C

7.

CIGARETTE CARDS. Box with 5 x albums of cigarette cards, various producers and some mixed condition, still a good book
price.

£55 B

8.

COINS. 1951 white £5 note in very good condition.

£45 B

9.

COINS. 1947 white £5 note that is well folded.

£25 C

10. COINS. Clear plastic box filled with an all world mix of coins.

£30 B

11. COINS. Clear plastic box filled with an all world mix of coins.

£30 B

12. Cinderella, back of the book,revenues including excellent Italian Colonies. Wild and chaotic accumulation from an old time
£220 A
holding, with several hundred stamps including Italy 1863 long revenues set with some missing embossed heads, San Marino,
Autsro-Hungarian issues, France, Trieste Italian Military government, as well as long revenues Victor Emmanuel 111 heads for
the Italian Colonies inscribed in Arabic and Italian. A very interesting range with discoveries sure to be made.
13. Shoebox filled with kiloware on and off piece, all British Commonwealth.

£30 B

14. Clear plastic crate filled with albums and pages having an all world mix.

£30 B

15. Clear plastic crate filled with albums having an all world mix.

£30 B

16. Clear plastic crate with albums having an all world mix.

£30 B

17. Clear plastic crate with albums having an all world mix.

£30 B

18. Box full of mostly empty albums and other items plus stamps having an all world mix, useful items seen.

£30 B

19. Red album filled with a thematic collection of birds, looks all mint, many complete sets. VSC £600+.

£70 A

20. Box full of albums having an all world mix, good sorter.

£35 B

21. Box full of albums having an all world mix, school boy types.

£20 C

22. Box full of albums having an all world mix, school boy types.

£20 C

23. Box full of albums having an all world mix, school boy types.

£20 C

24. Box full of albums having an all world mix, school boy types.

£20 C

25. Pink plastic crate filled with kiloware on piece, an all world  mix and includes GB.

£15 C

26. Clear plastic box full with kiloware on / off piece, all world mix.

£20 C

27. Album filled with various royal events stamps, mostly used.

£10 C

28. Red box filled with kiloware all on piece, looks an all world mix.

£20 C

29. Box full with albums having an all world mix.

£25 C

30. Box full of albums having an all world mix.

£25 C

31. Small box of kiloware all off piece, an all world mix.

£20 C

32. Shoebox full of kiloware on piece, an all world mix.

£15 C

33. Red plastic box filled with stockcards with a range of British Commonwealth mint and used for countries A-B. VSC £2500+.

£190 A

34. Box full with albums having an all world mix.

£30 B

35. Box full of albums having an all world mix.

£30 B

36. Shoebox full of packets of kiloware on / off piece, an all world mix.

£20 C
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37. Large shoebox full of small pages with a range of various European countries, mostly used.

£20 C

38. Box full of albums and loose in packets, an all world mix.

£30 B

39. Box full with albums having an all world mix, mint and used, includes some covers.

£20 C

40. Box full of albums having an all world mix, mostly used.

£20 C

41. Europe & Cols in well filled 32 page stockbook, noted Albania 1914 William of Weid set fine used, Andorra 1883 essays by
Placido de Torres perf, mint with gum, 3 different, Crete 1908 unissued 10L Hemes missing overprint, mint, Cyprus 1934
Pictorial defin set, mint, France good range of mint and used noted 1931 Sinking Fund 40c, 50c, mint, 1934 Ader 50f, used,
Germany 1937 Kulturspende min sheet, u/m and other useful, Gibraltar 1886 2 1/2d blue black overprint, used, Ireland, Italy
1949 European recovery plan set, mint UPU 50L, mint and other better items, Italian East Africa 1930s highly cat

£460 A

42. Shoebox filled with an all world mix of kiloware on piece.

£18 C

43. Clear plastic box filled with kiloware on / off piece having an all world mix.

£30 B

44. Shoebox with plastic tub of an all world mix of blocks.

£25 C

45. Br Commonwealth QV-QE2 mint and used collection in 2 stockbooks with several sets and part sets noted. Valuable collection £75 A
and viewing recommended.
46. Worldwide. 30 boxes with a must selll instruction, valued by us at an average of £100 each, though many boxes worth a great £3300 A
deal more. An accumulation that will yield considerable profit when worked on box for box.
47. Worldwide, small is beautiful. Safety deposit holding of over 1000 stockcards, each one ideal for Ebay. Huge mark up
potential, dealers do not miss viewing this lot.

£2200 A

48. Worldwide man with a suitcase in a suitcase! Two suitcases that must be viewed to be appreciated, extremely diverse, goes
hot and cold and cold and hot - a recommended viewing for a dealer, allow plenty of time as much is hidden.

£1100 A

49. Worldwide grandad collection. Battered old Century stamp album with approx 1000 different mostly 19th century mint and
used stamps, including plenty of intriguing cinderella / back of the book. We note GB line engraved and useful early surface
printed, jubilees to 1/-, QV officials and revenues, followed by interesting Heliogoland, Hong Kong, India, North Bornero inc
1897 / 1900 key 5c and 12c unused plus the postage and revenues 18c & 24c unused, as well as China coiling dragons,
France & Colonies, German eagles, locals, Japan with 4 dragons, chrysanthemums to 30s, goose, wagtail & goshawk,

£420 A

50. Worldwide glory box. Thousands of stamps housed in a packed large shoebox including much postal history, the stamps on
£220 A
stockpages in envelopes and glassines. We note strength in Italian, French and Portuguese Colonies, China with stockpages
of martyrs and Taiwan, plus maximum cards and fish set seen, US classics and interesting early 20th century covers, etc, etc.
Will be lots more to discover when you go through this properly, a great opportunity for dealer or worldwide collector alike.
51. Clear plastic crate filled with album pages and stockbooks having an all world mix.

£55 B

52. Green plastic box full with stockcards and covers having an all world mix.

£25 C

53. Clear plastic box full of stockcards with an all world mix.

£25 C

54. Clear plastic crate filled with albums of an all world mix.

£55 B

55. Clear plastic crate filled with albums of an all world mix.

£55 B

56. Clear plastic crate filled with albums of an all world mix.

£55 B

57. Clear platic crate filled with album pages of an all British Commonwealth mix.

£55 B

58. Clear plastic crate filled with album pages of an all British Commonwealth mix.

£55 B

59. Europe. Stockbook stuffed with many hundreds of mint and used stmaps, no unpleasant duplication, quite chaotic, however
we note France pre cancels from “Postes Paris” onwards, French cinderella from 19th century onwards, red cross booklets,
Germany inc setenants from Third Reich onwards, etc. A useful range with more than first meets the eye, please inspect.

£110 A

60. Worldwide cinderella. Interesting & diverse collection of hundreds of labels, the vast majority pre 1940s, with highlights incl
£220 A
1905 Parma motorcycle convention, 1906 Milan national congress pair, 1906 Milan philatelic set of 5, 1913/14 Genoa expo,
1920 Bianchi, 1934 William Tell spectacular in Chiasso, all in excellent condition, attractive issues for 1923 Torino photographs
set and 1926 Torino architecture and electricity expo, etc, etc. A most appealing lot of these evocative issues.
61. Europe cinderella. Charming collection of over 200 labels virtually all different presented on stockpages, including strong
Italian issues with large 3 lire 1920s philatelic magazine subscription labels, 1899 Venice art exhibition, particular focus on
WW1 material inc range of red cross labels, “remember Lusitania”, “Do not buy German goods” and many other colourful
patriotic propaganda labels. A fascinating collection with some very scarce items present.
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62. Europe, small box with intense holding of 1000+ mint stamps, much in complete sets and NH, housed in glassine envelopes
£110 A
and on cards in a shoebox, some envelopes crammed with stamps by the hundred. We note particularly Scandinavia with
Iceland, Greenland and Faroes including some earlier 20th century, Balkans with E denominations, Spain also through to
Eurozone, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Portugal, Belgium from classics onwards, lots of France from 1920s onwards with better inc 1947
Ader airmail seen, etc. Huge potential here when displayed to best advantage.
63. Animals theme. Collection of hundreds of stamps virtually all in complete mint NH sets from the 1950s - 1990s, focussing on   £35 B
Hungary and Russia, inc Hungary 1962 congress souvenir sheets, Russia setennants, etc, etc. Clean quality throughout. Many
expensive sets in Michel here.
64. Worldwide. Collection of hundreds of mint and used stamps virtually all different housed in a 32 page stockbook, mainly British £110 A
Commonwealth with interesting countries being Sarawak, St Christopher QV issues, Falkland Islands 1955 birds to £1 mint,
Indian feudatory states, SWA bilingual pairs mint, Papua and BNG lakatois, etc. Lots more to see here, please view carefully
page by page.
65. British Commonwealth primarily. Several hundred stamps housed in a stockbook, early 1840s onwards, inc GB interesting line £45 B
engraved including  on cover, surface printed to 1/-, range of Egypt pyramids, Sudan camel riders, as well as useful 19th
century items of Newfoundland, Jamaica, Malta, etc. The non B/C includes Germany Third Reich / post WW2 Allied Occ
booklet panes, French colonies, etc. Please inspect as much more here than this outline description.
66. Transport theme. Well presented one volume collection of transport on stamps, with well over 1000 mostly mint never hinged   £110 A
stamps and souvenir sheets, including Russia, China, Monaco, British and French Colonies, Germany Third Reich, souvenir
sheets of Bhutan, Mongolia and Portuguese Colonies, etc. One of the most comprehensive collection of cars etc that we have
seen.
67. Clear plastic box with small albums and tin with an all world mix, mostly British Commonwealth mint and used, all QV-Kings
period. Good value.

£25 C

68. Green New Ideal postage stamp album 1840-1936 British Empire with a good range of mint throughout, ideal for expansion,
useful items seen. Good cat value.

£45 B

69. Plastic box full of albums having an all world mix.

£25 C

70. Box with albums having an all world mix.

£30 B

71. Box with 4 x large folders with all British Commonwealth mint and used.

£40 B

72. Box full with albums of an all world mix.

£25 C

73. Box full with packets having an all world mix.

£30 B

74. Box with albums and stockbooks plus packet of an all world mix.

£35 B

75. Box with albums and packet with an all world mix.

£30 B

76. Box with stockbooks and packet with an all world mix.

£30 B

77. Box with albums and packet with an all world mix.

£25 C

78. Box full with packets of an all world mix on and off piece.

£25 C

79. Box with albums and stockbooks with an all world mix plus a few packets.

£30 B

80. Box with 4 x large albums with an all world mix.

£30 B

81. Plastic box full with packets and tins of an all world mix.

£30 B

82. Box full of packets and envelopes with an all world mix.

£30 B

83. Biscuit tin full of kiloware, all British Commonwealth and off piece.

£25 C

84. Box full of kiloware off piece, an all world mix and bagged by country.

£35 B

85. Green album filled with British Commonwealth, all mint and QE2 period, many sets.

£50 B

86. Box with albums having an all world mix plus covers, mostly used.

£30 B

87. Box full with covers, album pages and tin of carded stamps, all world mix plus GB.

£30 B

88. Plastic tub filled with kiloware off piece, an all world mix.

£25 C

89. Box with 6 x albums of stamps and covers all related to the World Wildlife Fund.

£35 B

90. Album well filled with British Commonwealth all mint and put together related to West Indies, all QE2 period, many sets.

£85 A

91. Album well filled with British Commonwealth all mint and put together related to Island States, all QE2 period, many sets.

£85 A
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92. Blue album with Croatia, Bohemia and Slovakia all from the 1940s period mint and used, useful items seen.

£110 A

93. Plastic box full of kiloware off piece with an all world mix.

£25 C

94. Shoebox full of kiloware off piece with an all British Commonwealth mix.

£25 C

95. Shoebox full of kiloware off piece with an all world mix.

£25 C

96. Shoebox full of kiloware off piece with an all world mix.

£25 C

97. Clear plastic box filled with kiloware of an all world mix, off piece.

£35 B

98. Purple plastic crate filled with album pages having an all world mix.

£55 B

99. Pink platic crate filled with album pages with an all world mix.

£55 B

100 Clear plastic crate filled with album pages with an all world mix.

£55 B

101 Clear plastic box full with off piece kiloware, all world.

£35 B

102 Clear plastic box full with off piece kiloware, all world.

£35 B

103 Clear plastic box full with off piece kiloware, all world.

£35 B

104 Clear plastic box full with off piece kiloware, all world.

£35 B

105 Clear plastic box full with off piece kiloware, all world.

£35 B

106 Blue plastic box full with on piece kiloware, all world.

£25 C

107 Clear plastic box full with on piece kiloware, all world.

£25 C

108 Clear plastic box full with on / off piece kiloware, all world.

£30 B

109 Royalty 1990 Queen Mother 90th birthday in special album, limited edition, Commonwealth 31 sets and m/sheets + 37 FDCs.

£40 B

110 Thematic 50 sides ring binder. France, Scandinavia, Swiss, 1948 Basie m/sheet and cover, hungary, Austria, 1933 Vienna       £200 A
relief, Russia 2 full sheets opt Dutch group, UPU, Belgium 1948 40fr + 10, Angola, South Africa pair, 1959 Saigon FDCs.
111 Thematic, unusual, 14 large size prints, trains, birds, wildlife, Andrew and Sarah - suitable for framing.

£22 C

112 Royalty 1977 silver jubilee on 49 pages in special album, mainly Commonwealth, fine mint.

£30 B

113 Royalty 1986 Wedding of Andrew and Sarah in special album, 24 um sets 68 FDCs + 16 large used PHQ cards.

£35 B

114 Royalty Queen Mother 90th birthday, 1990 special album with 46 sets and m/sheets, high cat.

£30 B

115 Europe. A stockbook of well over 1000 predominantly mint never hinged early to mid 20th century stamps, especially France  
with lots of sowers, 1930s/ 1940s Peace, Mercury and Iris defins to franc values with many mint blocks / multiples inc corner
dates, Italy Offices in Trentino surcharges with over 150 cataloguing around E1000, also interesting Montenegro, early Croatia f
orerunner double print errors, Greece and area, Czechoslovakia, etc. An intriguing holding with huge catalogue and great
potential for further finds.

£160 A

116 Worldwide. Four volume holding with well over 1000 mint and used stamps, including a Borek album with the theme travel
A through the stamps in mint never hinged sets, with costumes and architecture of Spain, Luxembourg, San Marino, Gibraltar se
tenants to £1, Cyprus, UAR, etc. Then a book of Finland from 19th century onwards including lots of wavy lines lion mint with
types identified and useful range of mint never hinged on these issues. The other volumes have Alderney and Libya
respectively, again mostly in sets including miniature sheets.

£110

117 Worldwide. An extraordinary range formed decades ago of 1000s of stamps housed in one substantial bulging volume loaded
with value throughout. Several hundred sets with the majority mnh. Highlights include Belgium bob inc 1930s charity issues to
5fr mint NH, Greenland and Faroes loaded with mint sets, the latter to 2001 myths souvenir sheet, French Colonies classics,
GB mint sets from 1951 high values, Iceland souvenir sheets, Croatia gold overprints on Yugoslavia. This is an intense and
challenging viewing with the stamps loaded on top of each other. Please view properly, so much more here.

£550 A

118 Shoebox full of stockcards of a range of British Commonwealth QV-QE2 period mint and used.

£30 B

119 Worldwide, Olympics. Collection for the 1960 Rome / California olympic games in immaculate mint sets and a few covers, with £55 B
better including Yemen inc m/sheets, Afghanistan inc m/sheets, Lebanon inc m/sheets, French Colonies, Roumania, San
Marino m/s ets, Italy FDC, etc, etc.
120 Europe. A good range with some high cataloguing miniature sheets perf and imperf, especially Bulgaria and further Eastern
European countries, as well as San Marino and Italy m/s, Portugal through to Greenland sets, France, Liechtensteiin,etc.  Very
high new issue cost, all superb never hinged, all housed in one well filled Lighthouse album.
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121 Worldwide. Ideal stamp album for issues to 1914 / 1915, many hundreds of stamps, first part the British commonwealth and
£80 A
second part foreign countries, particularly Canada, Egypt, GB, China, Japan classics, France and French Colonies, Germany,
Italy, Russia tsarist, US, etc.  Much more here to see, ideal for postmark hunters.
122 Stocksheets with a range of 1948 Silver Wedding sets and singles, includes Hong Kong set, all fine used. Good cat value.   

£130 A

123 Selection of stockcards, early to modern, STC £400+, all mint British Commonwealth.

£40 B

124 Small red stockbook with a range of mint and used British Commonwealth, STC £2,000+.

£260 A

125 Small stockbook with an all world mix, mint and used, good cat value.

£30 B

126 Box full of various packs of mounts, all complete and looks good value.

£30 B

127 2 x clear plastic crates with 11 x albums with various Royalty events mint and FDC. Good cat value.

£65 B

128 2 x boxes with 9 x albums of phonecards mostly from Greece, large quantity to research.

£40 B

129 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having an all world mix.

£40 B

130 Grey plastic crate filled with albums having an all world mix.

£40 B

131 Box with 4 x albums having a range of FDC, middle to modern period, some SHS.

£30 B

132 Box full of bagged kiloware and other bits, looks an all world mix.

£30 B

133 Red plastic box filled with albums having an all world mix, mostly used.

£40 B

134 Box full of albums with an all world mix.

£40 B

135 Grey plastic crate with 5 x albums and 3 x stockbooks filled with an all world mix.

£55 B

136 Box with 5 x New Age albums and 1 x Windsor album with a range of British Commonwealth.

£40 B

137 Shoebox full of kiloware on and off piece, all British Commonwealth.

£25 C

138 Pink plastic crate filled with 10 x stockbooks with an all world mix.

£55 B

139 2 x stockbooks with a mint and used range of British Commonwealth, mostly QE2 period.

£35 B

140 Box with albums of an all world mix.

£12 C

141 Box full with albums of an all world mix.

£12 C

142 Box with albums of an all world mix and includes GB FDCs.

£12 C

143 Clear plastic box filled with an all world mix of albums, s/cards and envelopes. A good sorter.

£25 C

144 Box with a complete set of 6 x albums for KGV1 reign, which contains a near complete collection minus Indian States, very    £4500 A
useful sets and singles seen. VSC £30,000. A lovely collection, all mint.
145 RED KGV1 Crown album partly filled with a mint and used range, some useful items seen. Ideal for completion.

£40 B

146 Clear plastic crate filled with album pages and albums, looks to be an all British Commonweatlh mix.

£55 B

147 Shoebox full of kiloware mostly off piece with an all world mix.

£30 B

148 2 x stockbooks filled with an all British Commonwealth  range, mint and used, QV - QE2 period.

£70 A

149 Box full with album pages, loose and covers with an all world mix.

£25 C

150 Box full of albums and loose with an all world mix.

£25 C

151 Blue stockbook filled with an all British Commonwealth range strong in Falkland Islands, Fiji and Malyasia, mint and used.  

£30 B

152 Blue stockbook filled with an all British Commonwealth range strong in Aden, Singapore and Tristan da Cunha, mint and used. £30 B
153 Shoebox full with kiloware, all world mix, all off piece.

£25 C

154 Biscuit tin filled with club books and loose of an all British Commonwealth range.

£35 B

155 Clear plastic box filled with kiloware, looks an all world mix, mint and used, off piece.

£35 B

156 Pink plastic crate filled with an all world mix in albums and loose.

£35 B
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157 AFRICA. Intense holding of thousands of stamps as well as souvenir sheets in envelopes, glassines and on stockcards in a
£110 A
crammed shoebox, separated by country, mint and used. Besides independent Africa there are British Colonies and much
French Colonies especially Sudan, Dahomey, Niger, Haute Volta, Guinee, etc. Assembled from collections and accumulations
over the years, this has huge potential.
158 ANDORRA. 1976 sg F272-3 + 1979 sg F295-6 in full sheets of 25 um, cat £450.

£60 B

159 ASCENSION. Stocksheet filled with a mint and usd range, all QE2 period, VSC £75+.

£20 C

160 ASIA. Selection of stamps and mini sheets for various countries, ie: HK, India, Indonesia and Taiwan. Mint and used, some    
450 items.

£45 B

161 ASIA. A shoebox of envelopes crammed with thousands of different mainly used stamps ans souvenir sheets of the 20th
century organised by country, particularly Mongolia, Nepal, Laos, Cambodia, Maldives mint NH, Philippines, Kuwait, UAE,
Pakistan, Syria from French overprints onwards, etc. Viewing requird to appreciate this.

£110 A

162 ASIA. Chaotic mish mash of thousands of stamps in envelopes, glassines and on cards housed in a crammed shoebox. Quick £110 A
inspection reveals early 20th century Latin America, Portuguese Colonies inc Macau, Afghanistan, Bhutan, India and Ceylon
inc QV postmarks, lots of Iran from 19th century onwards. China postal history and much, much more. Focus appears to
generally be on Asia. Time spent on this is sure to be well rewarded.
163 AUSTRALIA. 1932 sg136 10/- grey and pink used.

£15 C

164 AUSTRALIA. 1937 150th Anniv NSW set in Ash imprint pairs sg193-95 mm, cat £76+.

£18 C

165 AUSTRALIA. 1946-47 sgJ1A 1/2d block of 4 with R1-2 showing wrong variety font “6” mm.

£40 B

166 AUSTRALIA. Blue plastic crate with 4 x Safe hingeless albums with a range of used, early to modern.

£55 B

167 AUSTRALIA. Black album with a range of mint stamps includes 1963 high values and some Antarctic stamps. Good cat value. £25 C
168 AUSTRALIA & STATES. 2 x stockbooks filled with a mint and used range, QV-QE2 period, minor duplication.

£15 C

169 AUSTRALIA NSW. 1852 sg49 1d orange brown used in strip of 3 plus old cert.

£140 A

170 AUSTRALIA NSW. 1850 sg3 1d reddish rose used 4 margins.

£25 C

171 AUSTRIA. 1908 sg206 10K deep brown blue and ochre mm.

£25 C

172 AUSTRIA. 1948-49 on 3 pages, fine collection, costumes to 10sch, good 1sch red, 1949 child welfare set mint and used, some £70 A
hinge remains, cat £518.
173 AUSTRIA. Three volume holding of several thousand stamps from classics to 1980s, all neatly organised with thousands of
£220 A
complete sets. Two books are mostly mint never hinged, plus a large book of used. No excessive duplication, generally about
half a dozen each. Includes interesting 19th century categorised by perf type, lots of souvenir sheets and postal history.  A very
useful lot, retail potential running into many thousands.
174 AUSTRIA & HUNGARY. Blue album filled with a mint and used range, early to modern.

£45 B

175 BAHAMAS. 1940 cover with sg158 4d light blue and red orange with the sea floor cancel plus cachet.

£15 C

176 BALTIC STATES. Old stockbook packed with 1000+ mint and used issues of the 1910s to 1930s, including Lithuania
surcharges on white knights, Estonia and Latvia early issues, lots of mint never hinged multiples in sets perf and imperf,
diverse postmark interest at the back of the book, please inspect, postmarks galore to research.

£110 A

177 BALTIC STATES. Collection of several hundred m&u stamps on homemade album pages in a binder & further strong work in
progress material in a small but packed stockbook, issues to 1930s with much substance. Includes Estonia 1918/19 first
issues with shades, triangular airpost pairs imperf & perf, charity sets mnh, Virumaa locals, then Latvia with a good range of
first issues inc key 1919 25k grey on pelure paper mint, 1929 Meierovics imperf set mnh, 1930 tuberculosis set mnh, 1932
militia maintenance set perf & imperf mnh, homeguards set mnh, through to WW2 German occ o/ps. Useful collection.

£320 A

178 BARBADOS. Stockcard with 1938 set mint and used showing various perf types plus sg251A 2 1/2d ultramarine with mark on £15 C
ornament used.
179 BARBADOS. Stocksheet with a range of mint and used, mostly early items, STC £270+.

£20 C

180 BASUTOLAND. Stockcard with 3 x QE2 mint stamps, VSC £100+.

£18 C

181 BECHUANALAND. Stockcard with a mint and used range, KGV1 to QE2 period, VSC £79+.

£20 C

182 BELGIUM. Collection in a well filled Kabe album, with several hundred of mint and used stamps from 1945 - 1960s including   £80 A
many mint never hinged sets. The back of the book is especially interesting with extensive railway stamps starting pre 1940 inc
1968 set to 300fr mint NH, as well as postage dues from 1870 #1, 19th century telegraphs, etc. A very useful collection, please
inspect.
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183 BELGIUM. One volume collection of over 2000 mint and used stamps on old time album pages and written up on homemade   £260 A
pages, very little duplication. The collection begins with an impressive showing of classics with over forty Leopold imperfs
identified by types and further perf versions again to 40c, with excellent postmark diversity here, continuing in similar depth
through the later 19th century into mid 20th century. Completely uncatalogued, sleepers will be present, please view page by
page.
184 BERMUDA. 1953 sg153-150 complete set with extras all mint.

£20 C

185 BERMUDA. Green stockbook filled with a used and mint range QV-QE2 period.

£15 C

186 BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA. Accumulation of several hundred approaching 1000 stamps, virtually all mint never hinged,
including plenty of large multiples with se tenant label combinations with no star, one star, three stars denoting printings. An
interesting lot for the specialist, please view.

£55 B

187 BOPHUTHATSWANA. 1978-83 um + 54 FDCs, counted as used, thematic in ring album. Cat £228.

£50 B

188 BRIITISH ANTARCTIC TERR. 1963 sg1-15 part set all mint.

£30 B

189 BRITISH GUIANA. 1856 sg24 4c black on magenta fine used on piece plus Buhler cert 1982.

£1800 A

190 BRITISH GUIANA. Album pages with a range of mostly used early ship stamps. VSC £500+.

£55 B

191 BRITISH GUIANA. Stockcard filled with a used range, VSC £130+.

£30 B

192 BRITISH GUIANA. 1938 sg308-319 KGV1 complete set all mint.

£18 C

193 BRITISH HONDURAS. KGV1 1938 set mint sg150-161.

£30 B

194 BRITISH HONDURAS. Stockcard with a range of mint, all KGV1, VSC £115+.

£20 C

195 BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS. Delightful specialised collection housed in 3 Devon albums, with hundreds of stamps & postal £260 A
history written up. Includes KGV1 pictorials set to 10/- both m&u inc shades, 1948 silver wedding set m&u, 1959 booklets 4/- &
11/- complete with only 1000 of each issues, 1960 5/- & £1 booklets, 1956 QE2 pictorials with printings identified & set to £1 in
control number corner pairs mint , 1963 at least 5 complete sets, birds and fish to $5 in blocks of four and further defins sets,
etc. The postal history includes FDC from 1937 coronation onwards, early flights, etc.
196 BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. KGV - QE2 mint and used selection on hagner pages incl KGV1 high values on piece.

£60 B

197 BRITISH WEST INDIES. 2 x albums filled with an all British Commonwealth range QV-QE2 period, mostly used.

£45 B

198 BULGARIA. Album pages with a range of mint and used 1879-1909, good cat value.

£180 A

199 BURMA. 2 x stockcard with a mint and used range, mostly Kings period, VSC £145+.

£20 C

200 BURMA JAP OCCUP. 1942 sgJ19 2R brown and purple mm.

£50 B

201 BURMA JAP OCCUP. 1944 sgJ106 2c yellow green in complete sheet of 200, VSC £120+ all mint.

£20 C

202 BURMA JAP OCCUP. 1944 sgJ110 20c carmine in complete sheet of 20, VSC £130+ all mint.

£20 C

203 BURMA JAP OCCUP. 1944 sgJ111 30c olive brown in complete sheet of 200, VSC £300+ all mint.

£45 B

204 BURMA JAP OCCUP. 1943 sgJ89 2c yellow green 3/4 sheet of 155 stamps, VSC £77+ all mint.

£18 C

205 BURMA JAP OCCUP. 1944 sgJ110 20c carmine complete sheet of 200, VSC £130+ all mint.

£20 C

206 BURMA JAP OCCUP. 1944 sgJ111 30c olive brown in complete sheet of 200, VSC £300+.

£45 B

207 BURMA JAP OCCUP. 1942 sgJ18 1R purple and blue mm.

£100 A

208 CANADA. Album well filled with a mostly used range QV-QE2 period with useful items seen.

£65 B

209 CANADA. Covers and cards including QV small heads, FDC, postal stationery, 1936 Craig Harbour NWT cover Calgary
Stampede covers 1950-77, 35 items.

£20 C

210 CANADA. 1930 booklets, green cover 12 x 2c sg SB14 12 x 2c green and red cover 12 x 2 x red sg B15 mint, cat £175.

£25 C

211 CANADA. 2 x stocksheets full with a range QV-KGV1 all used.

£12 C

212 CANADA. 1937 sg368-370 coil stamps set mm sg370 in strip of 3.

£10 C

213 CANADA. 19422c brown coil sg397A x 20 mint 1949 1c green coil sg 419 x 100 um, cat £425.

£55 B

214 CANADA. 1942 special delivery 10c sg12 x 3 blocks of 4 um, tiny tone spot + 16c air sg813 x 10 um. Cat £180.

£30 B
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215 CANADA. 3 small lots, 1937-38 10c memorial chamber sg363-363A x 16 mint, 1942 1c coil sg397 x 20 um + 3c purple coil
sg292 x 10 um, cat £215.

£30 B

216 CANADA NEWFOUNDLAND. 2 x stockbooks filled with a used range, QV-QE2 period, minor duplication.

£15 C

217 CANADA NEWFOUNDLAND. 1937 sg257-367 coronation set all mint.

£10 C

218 CANADA PRINCE EDWARD IS. 1861 sg1 2d rose imperf proof plate pair mm.

£75 A

219 CANADA STATES. Album pages filled with a used range of various States, some useful items seen.

£50 B

220 CEYLON. Stockcard with a range of QV high values, all used.

£150 A

221 CEYLON. Stockcard with a range QV-KEV11 all mint.

£55 B

222 CEYLON. Stockcard with a range of QV stamps all overprinted and used, high cat value, between sg157-170.

£90 A

223 CHINA TAIWAN. Mint collection housed on album leaves inc 1945 overprint set to 10y, 1946 surcharges on Martyrs issue with £160 A
30c on 15c maroon, etc.
224 COVERS. Shoebox full of covers from Africa and Bahamas, mostly middle to modern period.

£20 C

225 COVERS. Shoebox with a range of covers all related to space plus a few stamps.

£12 C

226 COVERS. Yellow plastic box filled with albums of covers, GB, Channel Islands and other odd countries, fairly modern.

£20 C

227 COVERS. 2 x albums full of British Military Aviation coin covers from various countries.

£25 C

228 COVERS. Flat box with a range of all world FDC, ideal for sorting.

£25 C

229 CYPRUS. 1921 sg87a 30pa violet and green broken bottom left triangle used.

£12 C

230 CYPRUS. 1904 sg68wi 9pi brown and carmine wmk inverted mm.

£40 B

231 CYPRUS. 1904 sg60a 5pa bistre and black broken bottom left triangle mm.

£12 C

232 CYPRUS. 1921 sg85A 10pa orange and green broken bottom left triangle mm.

£40 B

233 CYPRUS.  1924 sg102 £1 purple and black on red mm.

£40 B

234 CYPRUS. Large stockcard with a range mint and used, early to QE2, VSC £85+.

£20 C

235 CYPRUS. Pink plastic crate with 4 x albums with a mint and used range QV-2012, very useful items seen. STC £9000+.

£900 A

236 CYPRUS TURKISH ZONE. 1977-85 in brown binder, various issues, strong Europa in full sheets, Art and butterflies, superb     £140 A
mint stock, 100s, cat £1065.
237 CYPRUS TURKISH ZONE. 2 x albums filled with a mostly mint range, 1974-2012, looks complete.

£25 C

238 CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Red album filled with a mint and used range, early to middle period.

£50 B

239 DANZIG POSTAL HISTORY. Excellent holding of dozens of covers & postcards of the 1920s, every one commercially used      £550 A
with the vast majority having experts signatures of Schuler or Dr Oechsner. Highlights-all with signatures- incl 1920 10pf on
20pf Germania strip of 3 on card, 25pf on 30pf single usage on city library stationery env, 10pf & 2.40m on registered card,
1921 60pf airpost on Langfurr Luftpost card, 1922 10m orange types X & Y in pairs on newspaper wrapper plus the 20m single
useage, pfennige surcharges on cover with orphans charity label on reverse, 1923 1000m strip of 4.
240 DENMARK. Album pages with a collection of mint and used for 1860-1980 with better items seen. VSC £600+.

£65 B

241 DENMARK. Stockcard with a range of used, all early, VSC £1000+.

£60 B

242 DENMARK & GREENLAND. Album pages with a range of official items mint and used, good cat value.

£65 B

243 DOMINICA. Stockcard with a range of mint, mostly QE2 period, VSC £75+.

£20 C

244 ESTONIA & LATVIA. Two volume collection of thousands of postmarks 1920s / 1930s mounted on album leaves and in a          £110 A
stockbook, running from the first issues onwards, ideal for the specialist. Lots like these are simply not on the market today.
245 ETHIOPIA. A folder with an accumulation of collections on album pages and stockpages, approx 200 mostly different stamps    £220 A
m&u from the 19th century to early 20th, with King & lion first issues including a range of different overprints & surcharges,
1905 bisect, 1906 second set surcharges complete mint, 1908 inverted & double inverted surcharges, later errors seen, as
well as the postage dues inc 1907 4g on 4g mint NH block of four, etc, etc. A most useful lot of this popular country.
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246 EUROPE SPORTS THEME. Several hundred stamps virtually all in complete mint never hinged sets housed in 1 stockbook
including some expensive miniature sheets, with material from the 1930s onwards. Highlights include Bulgaria imperf m/s,
Romania with sets from the 1930s, Russia with a few values from Spartacist on to many complete sets of the 1950s and
1960s, similar pattern with Hungary, etc. Ideal for a dealer to break down, huge potential for mark up set by set.

£110 A

247 FALKLAND ISLANDS. Stockcard with a range of mint Kings period, VSC £160+.

£25 C

248 FAROE ISLANDS. Selection of complete sheets of Xmas seals, some 22 x of a range 1976-97 all mint.

£50 B

249 FIJI. 1/- brown block of eight reproduction on part page from the Fournier album. An important reference item.

£55 B

250 FIJI. Stockcard with a range of mint Kings to QE2 period, VSC £110+.

£20 C

251 FINLAND. Accumulation of well over 1000 mint and used stamps housed in a stockbook, with several serpentine roulettes,      £220 A
early arms issues with 25 penni carmine used, 2 x 32 penni, 1mk purple used small faults, later arms types to 10mk brown and
rose mint, lion defins, lots of mint never hinged sets from the 1930s onwards, through to 1990s as well as useful back of the
book including Karelia. Great postmark interest particularly on the early issues, etc, etc.
252 FIUME BOB. 1919 / 1922, a stockpage of passport tax revenues and surcharges, with over 40 stamps for more than a dozen   £160 A
different denominations. Very few extant today, an opportunity for a dealer or collector.
253 FRANCE. Stockcard with a range of imperf stamps 1849-1860 all used and in mixed condition.

£100 A

254 FRANCE. 1849 sg1 10c yellowish bistre used 4 margin.

£35 B

255 FRANCE. 1849 sg14 40c orange used 4 margin.

£50 B

256 FRANCE. Stocksheet filled with a range 1859-1871, looks all used and mixed condition.

£45 B

257 FRANCE. Double sided stocksheet filled with a range 1876-1906 mint and used.

£70 A

258 FRANCE. 1937 sg ms581 Paris exhibition mm sheetlet pexip.

£60 B

259 FRANCE. 1937 sg ms581 Paris exhibition used sheetlet pexip.

£50 B

260 FRANCE. 1877 sg277 5f lilac on pale lilac peace and commerce mm.

£75 A

261 FRANCE. 1852 10c Napolean “B” under neck, four margins mint, Scot #10, cat £25,000, as far as we can tell it is clearly on
yellowish paper not the white paper of the re-issue. Stamp has original gum, lh, be it all slightly toned. Offered on its own
merits, a rare item missing from most collections.

£2600 A

262 FRANCE. Mint & used collectionon well filled Yvert album pages, starting with early Ceres imperfs, 1900 Justice types with
£260 A
many shades mint, Mersons inc good 2fr used, sowers from 1903 onwards again by shade, similarly the Pasteur defins, 1918
15c + 5c red cross mint signed, 1922 surcharged war orphans set mint, range of sinking surcharges, pont du guard 20fr used,
predominantly mint from late 1930s onwards, setenant strips including 1949 CITEX, etc, much never hinged. Completely
uncatalogued, offered intact as received.
263 FRANCE. Stocksheet and 2 x stockcards with a range of mostly used, early to middle period. VSC £500+.

£45 B

264 FRANCE. 1980s duplicated um stock on stocksheets, many blocks of 4, Unesco, Art, Airs, Commems and defins. Ideal
approvals or fair dealer. Cat £806.

£110 A

265 FRANCE. 1948-54 sg1040-1205, 127 commems and charities on stockcards, all different, fair to good mint, some usual gum   £50 B
or light tone, but still good. Cat £435.
266 FRANCE. 1955-57 between sg1262-1366, 131 commems and charities on stock card all different, fair to fine mint, some usual £50 B
gum or light tone. Ideal for collection or page lot. Cat £460.
267 FRANCE. 1924-39 commems and charities all different, good to very fine mint between 1924 Art Deco to 1939 Birth rage.  Cat £100 A
£645.
268 FRANCE. Stocksheets filled with a range of all early items and includes some duplication. Good cat value.

£70 A

269 FRANCE & COLONIES. Blue album well filled with a mint and used range with useful items seen.

£65 B

270 FRENCH COLONIES MALI. Very attractive holding of hundreds of mint never hinged sets, appearing to be all different,
including souvenir sheets, many sets with corner dates, lots of high vallues. The quality here is pristine throughout. Huge new
issue cost of several hundreds.

£80 A

271 GAMBIA. 1898 1/2d sg37 cds used with variety “repaired S in POSTAGE” sg37b cat £400. Slight foxing on top perfs on back.

£55 B

272 GAMBIA. 1938 sg150-161 complete set KGV1 all mint.

£25 C

GREAT BRITAIN SECTION
273 GB. 6 x clear plastic crated with 36 x stockbooks filled with all used range, 1971-2005. Heavy duplication in places.

£70 A
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274 GB. 1877 sg153 4d sage green plates 15 and 16 both sound used.

£65 B

275 GB. 1872 sg122 6d deep chestnut plate 11 used.

£12 C

276 GB. 1876 sgT13 5/- rose used.

£20 C

277 GB. 1862 sg89 1/- deep green plate 1 mm.

£480 A

278 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used black mx 3-4 margin letters S-J cut into bottom right corner.

£50 B

279 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used black mx 3 margin letters M-J.

£50 B

280 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 3-4 margin letters R-K.

£65 B

281 GB. 6 x 1841 sg14 2d blues all 4 margin and used.

£65 B

282 GB. 1856 envelope to Paris with sg62 4d carmine affixed with all cachets plus Green Kend Road not recorded on reverse.

£40 B

283 GB. Box file full with air letters all QE2 period, mostly unused. Good value at this price.

£15 C

284 GB. Box full of covers, stamps and booklets, mostly QE2 period.

£40 B

285 GB. 1840 sg2 1d black used on piece dated 16th May with red mx 4 margin letters E-K.

£420 A

286 GB. 1934 sg441e 1 1/2d red brown booklet pane, watermark inveerted, umm, minor damage left side.

£20 C

287 GB. Quantity of some 1000 plus 1d red stars types perf mostly off piece. Some research should reward.

£160 A

288 GB. Quantity of some 400 plus 1d red imperfs, finds to be has as unchecked.

£110 A

289 GB. 1867-73 sg103 3d rose plates 4-10 all used.

£35 B

290 GB. 1874-80 sg147 6d grey plates 13-17 all used.

£18 C

291 GB. 1862 sg86 9d bistre plate 2 used on piece.

£20 C

292 GB. 1880 sg154 4d grey brown plate 17 used.

£18 C

293 GB. 1877 sg153 4d sgae green plates 15 and 16 used.

£20 C

294 GB. 1874 sg150 1/- green plate 10.

£10 C

295 GB. 1865 sg92 3d rose plate 4 used.

£10 C

296 GB. 1855 sg72 1/- green used.

£10 C

297 GB. 1876 sg156 8d orange plate 1 used.

£10 C

298 GB. 1867 sg112 10d red brown used.

£10 C

299 GB. 1902 sg260 / 263 and 265 2/6 to 10/- all used.

£35 B

300 GB. 1902 sg265 10/- ultramarine used.

£18 C

301 GB. 1882 sg133s £5 orange specimen overprint mint no gum.

£260 A

302 GB. 1867 sg137 £5 orange heavy used.

£600 A

303 GB. 1883 sg178 / 181 and 183 2/- to 10/- all used.

£35 B

304 GB. 1847 sg54 1/- pale green used.

£40 B

305 GB. 1854 sg59 6d dull lilac used on piece.

£40 B

306 GB. 1841 sg14E 2d blue used black mx 4 margin letters D-I.

£10 C

307 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used black mx 3-4 margin letters C-E.

£18 C

308 GB. 1867 sg134 5/- rose plate 4 used.

£130 A

309 GB. 1874 sg127 5/- pale rose plate 2 used.

£55 B

310 GB. Box full of albums with a fair range of mostly used plus odd cover.

£25 C

311 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used STB plate 11 black mx just 4 margins letters N-H, scarce item.

£650 A
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312 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used STB plate 9 black mx 4 margins letters J-L.

£95 A

313 GB. 1929 sg436cw 1 1/2d purple brown booklet pane watermark inverted.

£20 C

314 GB. 1902 basic set 1/2d to 2/6 lilac all used.

£55 B

315 GB. Red album filled with a mostly used range 1840 - QE2, STC £7500+.

£400 A

316 GB. 1862 sg83 6d deep lilac mm.

£260 A

317 GB. 5 x sg178 2/6 lilac and 5 x sg180 5/- rose all used, high cat value.

£170 A

318 GB. 1867-73 sg103 3d rose plate 4-10 all used.

£80 A

319 GB. Club book with some 61 x stamps all QV line and surface printed, all used, VSC £4000.

£320 A

320 GB.Club book with some 63 x stamps all QV line and surface printed, all used, VSC £4890.

£400 A

321 GB. 1874 sg127 plate 2 5/- pale rose used.

£160 A

322 GB. 1883 sg180 5/- rose fine used.

£35 B

323 GB. 1851 s15AA 2d violet blue fine used 4 margin.

£160 A

324 GB. 1856 sg71 / 72 1/- green x 4 diff shades all used, all have trimmed perfs.

£10 C

325 GB. 1903 sg040 10d dull purple and carmine with ovpt office of works, rare item, used.

£300 A

326 GB. 1870 sg52 1 1/2d lake red plate 3 x 2 mm.

£65 B

327 GB. 1880 sg164-169 1/2d -5d complete set all used.

£10 C

328 GB. 1841 1d red brown sgB1 SB & SA plate xv111 used with red and black mx with RPS cert.

£120 A

329 GB. 1883 sg178 / 179 2/6 lilac x 15 copies all used.

£40 B

330 GB. 1883 sg180 / 181 5/- rose x 8 copies all used.

£40 B

331 GB. Stocksheet with x 28 1919 sg416 5/- rose red all used.

£110 A

332 GB. 1867 sg110 9d straw used x 2 copies plate 4.

£50 B

333 GB. 1867 sg120a colbalt blue plate 1 used.

£600 A

334 GB. Stockcard with 3 x sg178 2/6 lilac, 1 x sg180 5/- rose and 1 x sg183 10/- ultrmarine sound used items.

£65 B

335 GB. 1862 sg89 1/- deep green, faded, used on piece plate 1.

£20 C

336 GB. 1847 sg55 1/- green embossed pair used trimmed corners.

£60 B

337 GB. 1883 sg183 10/- ultramarine x 2 copies used.

£80 A

338 GB. 1883 sg180 5/- rose used.

£20 C

339 GB. 1881 sg163 1/- orange brown plate 13 used.

£10 C

340 GB. 1883 sg162 6d on 6d lilac plate 18 used.

£10 C

341 GB. 1880 sg160 4d grey brown plate 17 x 3 copies used.

£10 C

342 GB. 1883 sg159 3d on 3d lilac plate 21 x 2 copies used.

£20 C

343 GB. 1881 sg158 3d rose plate 29 used.

£10 C

344 GB. 1876 sg150 1/- green plate 13 x 2 copies used.

£20 C

345 GB. 1875 sg150 1/- green plate 12 x 2 copies used.

£20 C

346 GB. 1875 sg150 1/- green plate 11 x 2 copies used.

£20 C

347 GB. 1874 sg150 1/- green plate 10 used.

£10 C

348 GB. 1880 sg147 6d grey plate 17 mm blunt left corner.

£50 B

349 GB. 1873 sg144 3d pale rose plate 11 x 2 copies used.

£10 C
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350 GB. 1878 sg141 2 1/2d rosy mauve plate 12 x 2 copies used.

£10 C

351 GB. 1874 sg127 5/- pale rose plate 2 used.

£100 A

352 GB. 1872 sg123 6d pale buff plate 12 x 2 copies used.

£50 B

353 GB. 1872 sg123 6d pale buff plate 11 x 2 copies used.

£10 C

354 GB. 1873 sg117 1/- green used plate 7 x 2 copies.

£10 C

355 GB. 1871 sg117 1/- green used x 3 copies plate 6.

£10 C

356 GB. 1867 sg117 1/- green used x 4 copies plate 4.

£18 C

357 GB. 1870 sg109 6d mauve used x 5 copies plate 9.

£20 C

358 GB. 1870 sg103 3d rose plate 6 used x 3 copies.

£10 C

359 GB. 1865 sg101 1/- green plate 4 used.

£10 C

360 GB. 1902 sg078 1/- dull green and carmine heavy used.

£20 C

361 GB. 1891 sg070 2d grey green and carmine used x 6 copies overprint govt parcels.

£20 C

362 GB. 1897 sg069 1d lilac used x 4 copies overprint govt parcels.

£10 C

363 GB. 1890 sg068 1/- dull green heavy used x 2 copies overprint govt parcels.

£35 B

364 GB. 1888 sg067 9d dull purple and blue used x 4 copies overprint govt parcels.

£35 B

365 GB. 1887 sg066 6d purple / rose red used x 3 copies overprint govt parcels.

£10 C

366 GB. 1870 sg94 4d vermilion plate 12 x 2 copies used.

£10 C

367 GB. 1865 sg97 6d lilac plate 5 x 2 copies used.

£10 C

368 GB. 1866 sg94 4d vermilion plate 8 3 x copies used.

£15 C

369 GB. 1865 sg92 3d rose plate 4 used.

£15 C

370 GB. 1862 sg90 1/- green x 2 copies used both plate 1.

£40 B

371 GB. 1862 sg84 6d lilac 2 x copies used.

£15 C

372 GB. 1862 sg82 4d pale red x 2 copies used.

£20 C

373 GB. 1862 sg80 4d pale red x 2 copies used.

£15 C

374 GB. 1856 sg72 1/- green x 6 copies all used.

£160 A

375 GB. 1857 sg66 4d rose carmine x 7 copies all used.

£70 A

376 GB. Black album filled with gutter pairs 1972-1987, ideal for expansion.

£150 A

377 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 3-4 margins letters C-E.

£45 B

378 GB. 1876 sg147 6d grey pate 15 x 6 copies used.

£35 B

379 GB. Batams and 1d reds on album pages and loose, some 200 plus on and off piece, unchecked for plates and postmarks.

£320 A

380 GB. Album pages of some 880 plus on and off piece 1d reds plus some loose of letters in all corners, plates unchecked.

£320 A

381 GB. 2d blues on album pages of some 83 items, all different types, unchecked.

£320 A

382 GB. 1867 sg114 10d deep red brown mm plate 1.

£380 A

383 GB. 1867 sg113 10d pale red brown mm.

£380 A

384 GB. 1867 sg110 9d straw mm plate 4.

£260 A

385 GB. 1867 sg103 3d rose mm plate 4.

£190 A

386 GB. 1872 sg122 6d deep chestnut mm plate 11.

£140 A

387 GB. 1873 sg123 6d pale buff mm plate 11.

£110 A
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388 GB. 1873 sg125 6d grey mm plate 12.

£200 A

389 GB. 1877 sg153 4d sage green mm plate 16.

£150 A

390 GB. 1877 sg153 4d sage green mm plate 15.

£170 A

391 GB. 1876 sg152 4d vermilion mm plate 15.

£320 A

392 GB. 1876 sg156 8d orange mm plate 1.

£190 A

393 GB. 1880 sg151 1/- orange brown mm plate 13.

£500 A

394 GB. 1875 sg139 2 1/2d rosy mauve mm plate 3.

£110 A

395 GB. 1870 sg94 4d vermilion mm plate 12.

£55 B

396 GB. 1869 sg94 4d vermilion mm plate 11.

£65 B

397 GB. 1873 sg94 4d vermilion mm plate 14.

£80 A

398 GB. 1872 sg94 4d vermilion mm plate 13.

£70 A

399 GB. 1867 sg94 4d vermilion mm plate 9.

£65 B

400 GB. 1862 sg77 3d pale carmine rose mm.

£280 A

401 GB. 1865 sg92 3d rose mm plate 4.

£260 A

402 GB. 1862 sg80 4d pale red mm.

£210 A

403 GB. 1862 sg84 6d lilac mm.

£210 A

404 GB.  1862 sg84 6d lilac mm.

£210 A

405 GB. 1862 sg79 4d bright red mm.

£220 A

406 GB. 1862 sg87 9d straw mm.

£420 A

407 GB. 1862 sg89 1/- deep green mm.

£500 A

408 GB. 1862 sg82 4d pale red mm.

£210 A

409 GB. 1857 sg66 4d rose carmine mm.

£210 A

410 GB. 1857 sg66a 4d rose mm.

£180 A

411 GB. 1855 sg72 1/- green mm.

£340 A

412 GB. 1856 sg37 1d red brown mm.

£260 A

413 GB. 1855 sg22 1d red brown mm.

£95 A

414 GB. 1847 sg60wi 6d purple used watermark inverted.

£110 A

415 GB. 1847 6d dull lilac used.

£55 B

416 GB. 1854 sg58 6d mauve used.

£110 A

417 GB. 1848 sg57 10d brown used good margins.

£160 A

418 GB. 1847 sg55 1/- green used.

£110 A

419 GB. 1847 sg54 1/- pale green used  good margins.

£110 A

420 GB. 1854 sg30 1d brick red mm.

£40 B

421 GB. 1854 sg25 1d orange brown mm.

£200 A

422 GB. 1854 sg19 2d deep blue plate 4 mm.

£500 A

423 GB. Stockcard with 10 x sg14 2d blue with numbers in mx all diff and mixed condition. VDC £5300+.

£550 A

424 GB. 1864 sg43 / 44 1d rose red x 11 various plates all mm.

£70 A

425 GB. 1864 sg44wi 1d lake red plate 163 mm wmk inverted.

£12 C
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426 GB. 1858 sg47 2d deep blue plate 15 mm.

£50 B

427 GB. 1858 sg47 2d deep blue plate 13 mm.

£35 B

428 GB. 1880 sg151 1/- orange brown plate 13 used.

£75 A

429 GB. 1878 sg129 £1 brown lilac used.

£420 A

430 GB. Selection of smiler sheets LS2 x 2, LS3 x 2, LS4 x 2, LS96 and 2005 007 James Bond 50th Anniversary.

£65 B

431 GB. Archive box with 3 x albums of pre stamp covers, 2 x albums mostly WW1 and WW2 postal history and 1 x album of fiscal £75 A
items, all good cat value.
432 GB. Collection housed in a SG album, starting with the 1883 / 4 lilac and greens with 6d cds, jubilees to 6d, KEV11 to 1/-,
£45 B
seahorses 5/-, 1948 silver wedding £1 mint, etc. then comprehensive early QE2 through to 1970s. Also regionals and Channel
Islands inc Guernsey and Jersey first issues, postage dues, etc, etc. A useful collection, please inspect.
433 GB. 5 x packets of stamps and covers with a mostly used range QV-QE2 period, VSC £11,000+.

£950 A

434 GB. 1902 sg266 £1 dull blue green used.

£150 A

435 GB. 1847 sg54 1/- pale green used 4 margin.

£110 A

436 GB. sg128 10/- greenish grey plate 1 heavy used.

£320 A

437 GB. Stockcard with sg178 2/6 lilac, sg 180 5/- rose and sg183 10/- ultramarine all used.

£100 A

438 GB. Box full of albums and loose FDCs and postal stationery items, all QE2 period.

£25 C

439 GB. Plastic crate filled with albums having a mint and used range, mostly QE2 period and includes FDCs.

£45 B

440 GB. Box full of albums and loose having a mint and used range, mostly QE2 period, good amount of FV.

£60 B

441 GB. Box with 5 x Davo albums with a used range QV-QE2 period mostly used, includes odd Channel Islands. Good range,      £70 A
close viewing required.
442 GB. Shoebox full with postal history items QV-QE2 period, nice research item.

£12 C

443 GB. KGV-QE2 large stockbook collectionof mint and used definitives and commems in blocks and singles. Useful phosphor   
interest.

£35 B

444 GB. QE2 mint used collection of definitives in blocks and singles mostly Machins. Phosphor interest noted in SG items x842 -   £35 B
x894. High cat value.
445 GB. QE2 regional definitives from 1958 mint and used in blocks and singles.

£25 C

446 GB. Album pages filled with a range QV-QE2 period, good selection and includes some free fronts.

£70 A

447 GB. Blue stockbook filled with a range QV-QE2 period, mostly mint, minor duplication.

£12 C

448 GB. 1884 sg185 £1 brown lilac used.

£150 A

449 GB. 1902 sg039 2 1/2d ultramarine with office of works overprint mm.

£55 B

450 GB. 1902 sg037 1d scarlet with office of works overprint used.

£30 B

451 GB. 1902 sg036 1/2d blue green with office of works overprint used.

£30 B

452 GB. 1934 sg450 2/6 chocolate brown mm.

£18 C

453 GB. 1929 sg437 2 1/2d blue in control block of 6 mint K29 fresh.

£18 C

454 GB. 1924 sg421wi 2d orange in control block of 6 mint G27 fresh.

£45 B

455 GB. 1924 sg419B 1d scarlet on experimental paper in control block of 6 mint B24 fresh.

£25 C

456 GB. 1913 sg381 5d brown in control block of 6 mint U23 fresh.

£18 C

457 GB. 1912 sg379 4d grey green in control block of 4 mint T22 fresh.

£10 C

458 GB. 1912 sg372 2 1/2d blue in control block of 6 mint D14 fresh.

£18 C

459 GB. 1912 sg377 3d pale violet in control block of 6 mint L18 fresh.

£12 C

460 GB. 1921 sg370wi 2d orange in control block of 6 mint Q20 fresh.

£30 B
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461 GB. 1936 sg458 wi / 459A and 459B booklet panes all mint.

£20 C

462 GB. 1936 sg 459A 1 1/2d booklet panes x 3 with adverts all mint.

£40 B

463 GB. Stocksheet full with QV issues all used on piece, various values, STC £5000+.

£650 A

464 GB. 1856 sg71 1/- green used 6 x copies, high cat, all on piece.

£260 A

465 GB. 1847 sg54 1/- pale green used on piece 3-4 margin.

£130 A

466 GB. 1935 sg442B 2d orange used sideways watermark.

£15 C

467 GB. 1840 sg5 2d blueused red mx 3 margin letters T-L on piece.

£110 A

468 GB. 1840 sg5 2d blue used red mx 3 margin letters B-L, has vert crease.

£70 A

469 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used red mx 3 margin letters S-D.

£55 B

470 GB. 1934 sg450 2/6 chocolate brown mm.

£20 C

471 GB. 1929 sg436C 1 1/2d purple brown booklet pane mint inverted watermark.

£12 C

472 GB. 1929 sg435B 1d scarlet booklet pane mint inverted watermark.

£35 B

473 GB.1929 sg434B 1/2d green booklet pane mint inverted watermark.

£35 B

474 GB. 1929 sg434wi - 436wi upu low values with inverted watermarks mint.

£12 C

475 GB. 1929 sg434A - 436A upu low values with sideways watermarks all mint.

£40 B

476 GB. 1924 sg430B 1d scarlet with tail to N var mint.

£20 C

477 GB. 1924 sg430A 1d scrlet with scratch on nose var mint.

£30 B

478 GB. 1929 sg438 £1 black puc mm.

£150 A

479 GB. 1924 sg423 wi 3d violet pair inverted watermark used.

£20 C

480 GB. 1867 sg114 10d deep red brown plate 1 used.

£55 B

481 GB. 1881 sg161 6d grey plate 17 mm.

£55 B

482 GB. sg108 6d dull violet plate 8 mm.

£160 A

483 GB. 1867 sg135 10/- greenish grey used letters C-B.

£550 A

484 GB. 1855 sg27 2d blue plate 5 perf 16 used.

£60 B

485 GB. 1860 sg F8 1d dull reddish lilac / blue Inland Revenue overprint in red used.

£90 A

486 GB. 1960-70 in blue multi ring album, good to fine used range of commems inc phosphors, near complete, cat £394.

£65 B

487 GB. Early to 1985 in printed album, bit sparse in parts but ready to be complete, mint and used to 1970s then used.

£65 B

488 GB. Box with albums includes Davo types with a range of QV-QE2, mostly used plus some odd items. Good value.

£65 B

489 GB. 1880 sg142 2 1/2d blue plates 17-20 and sg 157 2 1/2d blue plates 21-23, all sound used.

£45 B

490 GB. 1881 sg158 3d rose both plates 20 and 21 used.

£35 B

491 GB. 1867 sg110 9d straw plate 4 used.

£45 B

492 GB. 1883 sg180 5/- rose used.

£35 B

493 GB. 1891 sg212 £1 green used.

£150 A

494 GB. Box with 3 x albums filled with a machin and postage due stamps. FV alone £400+. Good cat value.

£220 A

495 GB. 2 x pink plastic crates with 11 x albums with a range KGV1 to 2015 both mint and used. FV alone £1400+.

£700 A

496 GB. Album filled with a QV-GV range mainly used with many useful items seen and includes 1d reds. STC £30,000. Ideal for   £3200 A
expansion.
497 GB. 1929 sg438 £1 black puc used.

£150 A

498 GB. 1911 sg320 £1 deep green used.

£150 A
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499 GB. 1902 sg266 £1 green used.

£150 A

500 GB. 1891 sg212 £1 green sound used letters E-A.

£150 A

501 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used 4 margin red mx letters F-J STB plate 4.

£75 A

502 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used 4 margin red mx letters D-G STB plate 10.

£75 A

503 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used 4 margin red mx letters Q-B.

£75 A

504 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used 4 margin red mx letters G-E STB plate 4.

£75 A

505 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used 4 margin black mx letters I-D STB plate 5.

£75 A

506 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used 4 margin red mx letters N-I STB plate 6.

£75 A

507 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used 4 margin red mx letters B-H STB plate 7.

£75 A

508 GB. 1840 sg1 1d black used 4 margin black mx letters D-H STB plate 10.

£75 A

509 GB. 1840 sg5 2d blue used 4 margin black mx letters I-J STB plate 1.

£85 A

510 GB. 1840 sg5 2d blue used 4 margin red mx letters P-C  STB plate 1.

£85 A

511 GB. 1840 sg5 2d blue used 4 margin red mx letters C-J STB plate 2.

£85 A

512 GB. 1840 sg5 2d blue used 4 margin red mx letters C-D.

£85 A

513 GB. 1840 entire with sg2 1d black affixed 4 margin red mx letters O-L dated August 1840.

£110 A

514 GB. Clear plastic crate with 23 x Royal Mail year books with a range 1991-2013 with fv £855+.  Massive cat value.

£440 A

515 GB. Clear plastic crate with 22 x Royal Mail year books with a range 1992-2013 with fv £840+.  Massive cat value.

£420 A

516 GB. Clear plastic box with 20 x Royal Mail year packs with a range 1992-2013 with fv alone £750+.  High cat value.

£400 A

517 GB. Clear plastic box with 21 x Royal Mail year packs with a range 1988-2013 with fv alone £750+.  Hugh cat value.

£400 A

518 GB. Box with 3 x Safe hingeless albums with a mint and used range, fv £180+.

£90 A

519 GB. 1929 sg438 £1 black puc used.

£80 A

520 GB. 2 x grey plastic crates filled with 9 x albums with a QV-modern range of all mint with a FV alone of £1,550+.

£800 A

521 GB. Grey plastic crate filled with 8 x stockbooks filled wtih used range QV to modern, minor duplication.

£50 B

522 GB ALDERNEY. 1983-2000 in red binder, 38 FDCs unaddressed. Face £54, cat as used stmaps £173.

£40 B

523 GB ALDERNEY GUERNSEY. Pink plastic crate with 5 x albums of mint and used range to fairly modern.

£35 B

524 GB BOOKLET. 1913 sgBB5 number 8 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes perfect.

£60 B

525 GB BOOKLET. 1913 sgBB5 number 8 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes perfect.

£60 B

526 GB BOOKLET. 1912 sgBB3 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes perfect.

£60 B

527 GB BOOKLET. 1912 sgBB3 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes perfect.

£60 B

528 GB BOOKLET. 1911 sgBB1 2/- booklet complete interleaves written on but panes perfect.

£60 B

529 GB BOOKLET. 1978-79 sg FD 2A / 3A / 4A with corrected rates, high cat value.

£75 A

530 GB BOOKLETS. Clear plastic crate with 3 x albums of Prestige booklets with a range 1980-2016, fv £550+. Good cat value.

£260 A

531 GB BOOKLETS. Clear plastic crate with 4 x albums having a range of booklets with fv £1600+. Good cat value.

£820 A

532 GB BOOKLETS. Clear plastic box with 5 x albums having a range of Prestige booklets 1984-2018 and normal booklets with a £700 A
fv alone £1320+. Massive book price.
533 GB BOOKLETS. Shoebox with some 63 x Prestige booklets 1980-2017, FV alone £579+. Good cat value.

£300 A

534 GB BOOKLETS. Shoebox with a range of Prestige booklets and presentation packs, good range. FV alone £439+. Good cat    £220 A
value.
535 GB BOOKLETS. Shoebox with some 46 x Prestige booklets 1990-2015 with FV alone £377+. Good cat value.
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536 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. Stockbook filled with a range of mint and used.

£25 C

537 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. Grey plastic crate filled with albums of stamps and booklets, mostly mint. Good value.

£25 C

538 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. Jersey, Guernsey and Alderney 1986-94 in red album box, 8 year pack, face £100, cat £278.

£70 A

539 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. 1969-76 all countries with sets both mint and used inc p dues, looks complete with extras in 48 sides £85 A
red stockbook, high cat.
540 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. 1970-85 on 8 sides stock sheets, defins and commems+ used, some in blocks. Cat $304.

£55 B

541 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS. In red binder, 1980s-90s small selection of mint PHQ cards, 43 sets, 238 cards.

£30 B

542 GB COVER. 1975 Sailing FDC signed by Chay Blythe.

£12 C

543 GB COVER. 1983 Army FDC signed by King Hussein 1 shs Sandhurst.

£12 C

544 GB COVER. 1996 Women of Achievement FDC signed by Margaret Thatcher shs Thurlow.

£12 C

545 GB COVER. 1973 Royal Wedding FDC with bureau shs and also signed by Mark Phillips.

£12 C

546 GB COVER. 1988 FDC for sport signed by Mark Cox, only 6 ever done.

£10 C

547 GB COVER. 1966 World Cup FDC multi signed including Nobby Stiles.

£20 C

548 GB COVER. 1979 Energy FDC with House of Commons cds and signed by Tony Blair.

£20 C

549 GB COVER. 1999 cover to celebrate the 1966 World Cup win signed by 10 x team members of 1966. Good value.

£25 C

550 GB COVER. 1936 FDC KEV111 with 1/2d, 1 1/2d and 2 1/2d affixed cds postmark 1/9/36.

£25 C

551 GB COVER. 1939 x 3 FDC 9d, 10d and 10/- on each with 1/5/39 CDS postmarks, scarce items, slight foxing.

£65 B

552 GB COVERS. Clear plastic crate with 6 x albums of FDCs and commems covers, early QE2 and modern QE2 seen.

£30 B

553 GB COVERS. Red album filled with the 1977 Silve Jubilee FDC and the Tour covers.

£10 C

554 GB COVERS. Box full of FDCs, looks an all QE2 period.

£20 C

555 GB COVERS. 2007 The Sky at Night official Buckingham FDC signed by Edgar Dean Mitchell.

£12 C

556 GB COVERS. Box with 5 x albums of FDCs with a range 1992-2018, all look Royal Mail with SHS.

£35 B

557 GB COVERS. Box with 4 x albums of FDCs all QE2 period.

£18 C

558 GB COVERS. 1999-2001 superb selection of 46 typed addressed FDCs inc m/sheets, setennants, panes, regionals, machins £60 B
in red binder. High cat, current face £110.
559 GB COVERS. 1992 Sullivan to 1993 Romans in blue binder, 61 superb FDCs and special covers inc many Benham silks+ 7      £55 B
sets of PHQ cards, not counted.
560 GB COVERS. 2002-04 in green binder, superb 72 typed addressed FDCs, commems, regionals, machins, setennants and
panes + high value m/sheets. Face £236.

£100 A

561 GB COVERS. 1968-75 in blue binder, 80 FDCs and covers, air letters, RAF special covers, rocket mail, high values, strike mai £l40 B
inc 1/2d side band, regionals and machins, typed and hand written addressed.
562 GB COVERS. 1981-82 in green binder, 85 item, many commems, better postmarks, 9 Benham covers, panes, strips,
regionals, values to £35 each set, labels, typed and unaddressed.

£70 A

563 GB COVERS. 1992-94, 42 FDCs mainly typed addressed to 2 of each inc 3 greeting panes, booklet panes and better
postmarks. Face £72, high cat as used stamps.

£45 B

564 GB COVERS. 1960-90s in red binder, 160 FDCs, hand written addressed, mainly fine, values to £5, m/sheets, greetings.
Good source for used stamps, cat £493.

£70 A

565 GB COVERS. 1988-95 in maroon binder, 74 typed addressed FDCs, commems and setennants. Face £91, cat as stamps
£307.

£55 B

566 GB COVERS. 1982-95, 72 unaddressed, pencil and label addressed, machins, high values to £3, commems. Fine stock,
current face £91.

£65 B

567 GB COVERS. 1994 Seaside cards to 1995 greeting panes in binder, superb range of 51 FDCs and special covers inc Benham £40 B
special postmarks + 7 sets of PHQ cards.
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568 GB COVERS. 1989-93, superb range of 92 typed addressed FDCs, good postmarks, high values to £10, machins, panes,
regionals, m/sheets in blue binder. Face £130.

£75 A

569 GB COVERS. 1976-80 in blue binder, 50 FDCs, commems, machins, high values to £5, booklet panes, typed addressed, high £25 C
cat, face £28.
570 GB COVERS. 1980-88 in green binder, fine selection of 100 FDCs typed addressed, sets, machins, booklet panes, high
values, face £97.

£50 B

571 GB COVERS. 1985 Post Office to 1986 Haley Comet in blue binder, 48 FDCs, good postmarks and various postcards and
PHQ cards inc Benham covers and research material.

£35 B

572 GB COVERS. 1982 Darwin special collection in blue binder. 68 FDCs and PHQ cards many with special postmarks, traffic
lights, Benham covers, beautifully illustrated.

£45 B

573 GB COVERS. 1992-97 superb range of 60 typed addressed FDCs in binder, commems, booklet panes, machins, greetings.     £60 B
Face £102, cat as stamps £272.
574 GB COVERS. 1982 Textiles and Technology in binder, range of 52 FDCs and special covers inc many better postmarks,
Benham covers and research material.

£35 B

575 GB COVERS. 1990 RSPCA to Gallantry award in binder, 44 FDCs, m/sheets, Benham covers, greetings + 8 sets of mint PHQ £45 B
cards.
576 GB COVERS. 1983-84 Benham booklet panes ex Prestige FDCs and booklets and related items, mint, face £23.

£30 B

577 GB COVERS. 2000-02 in red ring binder, 52 typed addressed FDCs, commems, regionals, m/sheets cat to £25 each and self £70 A
adhesives. Face £118.
578 GB COVERS. 1979-84, superb range of 50 FDCs in blue binder, unaddressed, pencil, typed and hand written. Face £38, cat
as stamps £113, cat as FDCs £142.

£25 C

579 GB COVERS. 1998-2000 in red binder, superb 52 fine typed addressed FDCs inc good m/sheets, regionals, bookllet panes.    £55 B
Face £93, cat as stamps £383.
580 GB COVERS. 1971-79 in blue binder, 55 FDCs unaddressed pencil, typed and hand written addressed. Cat as stamps £66,  
cat as FDs £100.

£18 C

581 GB COVERS. Channel Isles and Alderney, 74 FDCs typed addressed, 1990s-2008 inc m/sheets, setennants, self adhesives,  £120 A
panes inc Wedgwood 1/2d sideband, early 1970s, 1977 £1, £2 and £5, 1992 castles to £1 and £5, 1995 £3 x 3, RARE 1928
card franked by 1d coil badly misperfed.
582 GB COVERS. 1996 Famous women to 1997 Christmas, superb 48 FDCs in blue binder inc Benham covers with special
postmarks + 6 sets of PHQ cards inc greeting panes.

£40 B

583 GB COVERS. 1984 Greenwich Meridian mail coach British Council Christmas 74 FDCs and used PHQ cards inc Benham
covers with special postmarks + research material inbinder.

£60 B

584 GB COVERS. 1988-92, superb 62 typed addressed FDCs, commems, machins, booklet panes, greetings. Commems alone     £55 B
cat as stamps £262 + panes extra.
585 GB COVERS. 1981 in blue ring binder, 60 FDCs and used PHQ cards inc Benham and souvenir covers + mint PHQ cards and £40 B
related information.
586 GB COVERS. 1980-93, 36 FDCs and covers mainly long sets with special postmarks ex Benham silks inc 6 greeting sets,
panes, various signed items inc DAHL foundation, mail coach, pacquet boat, St Helena and good old days. Current face £62.

£65 B

587 GB COVERS. 1970-80 in red binder, 150 FDCs many single stamps better postmarks, most label addressed.

£40 B

588 GB COVERS. 1981-83, 55 FDCs and covers inc Benhams, 25 booklet panes used, good postmarks, 12 postcards + 14
booklets in blue binder in photo copies and cut outs + Stamp Day & Gibbons booklets. Mint face £23.

£70 A

589 GB COVERS. 1980s-90s Royalty theme postmarks in binder, 77 souvenir covers and related material.

£40 B

590 GB COVERS. 1992 Ordnance Survey to Civil War, 51 FDCs inc greeting panes with many Benham silks, good postmarks + 7 £40 B
sets of PHQ cards in blue binder.
591 GB COVERS. 1988-89 from Welsh Bible to greeting booklet stamps, 50 FDCs and special covers, m/sheets and panes cat to £50 B
£50 each. Benham silks + 7 sets of PHQ cards not counted.
592 GB COVERS. 1965-86 in red binder, 130 FDCs, many better postmarks, label, typed and few hand written addressed inc 10    £55 B
Benham covers. Excellent lot.
593 GB COVERS. Box full of FDC, middle to modern period, some SHS included.

£30 B

594 GB COVERS. 3 x grey plastic crates filled with albums and loose FDC, good range to fairly modern.

£65 B
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595 GB COVERS & PHQ. 1978-79 cycling to horse racing, 6 sets of PHQ cards, stamps mint face £7 + 36 FDCs and covers with   £30 B
better postmarks in multi ring binder.
596 GB COVERS & PHQ. 2000-01, 18 sets of PHQ cards and 20 FDCs in blue binder inc m/sheets, buses and self adhesives.  

£40 B

597 GB FDC. Pink plastic crate filled with 6 x albums of FDC, some SHS, to fairly modern.

£35 B

598 GB GUERNSEY. 1975-88, 73 FDCs, commems and defins, values to £5, all unaddressed. Face £59, high cat as used stamps. £35 B
599 GB GUERNSEY. 1969-80 in red binder, 146 covers and FDCs from 1969 £1, defins to £5 + commems, unaddressed, typed     £45 B
and labels. Cat as stamps £211.
600 GB GUERNSEY. 1987-96, 53 FDCs in maroon binder, unaddressed, inc m/sheets and sheetlets. Face £63, cat as stamps
£168.

£40 B

601 GB GUERNSEY. 1969-70 defins to £1 x 6 inx 10/- perf 13 x 13 1/2 + commems x 12 on stocksheets, looks all um. Cat £442.

£90 A

602 GB IOM. 1968-88 range on 40 sides brown binder, p/packs, FDCs, PHQ cards, aerograms, registered letters, values to £2,        £45 B
high cat.
603 GB IOM. 1973-86, 125 unaddressed covers inc 1973 Anne wedding, 38 items, high face, cat as stamps £170.

£40 B

604 GB IOM. 1975-87 in black binder, 50 unaddressed FDCs, initial face £28.

£20 C

605 GB IOM. Clear plastic crate with 5 x albums having a mint and used range to fairly modern.

£35 B

606 GB JERSEY. Plastic grey crate filled with albums of FDC and presentation packs.

£18 C

607 GB JERSEY. 1986-99 in blue binder, 125 unaddressed FDCs, booklets, sheets, sets and m/sheets, valuable lot.   Face £207,
cat as stamps £564.

£100 A

608 GB JERSEY. 1972-89 commems, defins and p dues um. Face £247 + 1970-72 on 9 sides stocksheets.

£140 A

609 GB JERSEY. 1969-70 LSD issues betweem sg 9-41 inc P Dues sets x 2, defins to £1, cat £130.

£25 C

610 GB JERSEY. 1969-70 pictorial defins to 1/9 + Battle of Flowers in blocks of 6 um, cat £46.

£12 C

611 GB JERSEY. 1970 pre decimal issue inc 1969 defins in blocks of 4 + 1970 Battle of Flowers block of 6, postage dues sets to   £40 B
5/- + commems and FDCs, cat as stamps £194.
612 GB JERSEY. 1970-90 in green Tower album, mainly um, neatly presented collection with decimals. Face £92, cat as stamps  
£268.

£65 B

613 GB JERSEY. 1967-95, 58 FDCs unaddressed in black binder inc m/sheets and high values. Face £82, cat £222.

£50 B

614 GB JERSEY. 1943-85 mint and used in boxed Lindner album inc 1945-73 fine mint War Time, Views 1969 to £1 P dues, pre  
decimals + 1974-83 mint and used. Face £90.

£65 B

615 GB JERSEY. 1975-94 in blue ring binder, 125 FDCs neatly hand written, commems, defins values to £5 + m/sheets. Face
£127, cat as used stamps £335.

£65 B

616 GB JERSEY. Clear plastic crate with 5 x albums having a mint and used range to fairly modern.

£35 B

617 GB JERSEY. 2 x green platic crates filled with albums of a mint and used range to fairly modern, includes covers and
presentation packs. Massive cat value.

£110 A

618 GB JERSEY. Box with 6 x albums of mostly FDC of a good range to fairly modern plus a few presentation packs. Good value. £35 B
619 GB PHQ. Box full of used and unused PHQ card, all periods to fairly modern.

£25 C

620 GB PHQ. Box with 13 x albums of PHQ cards, all periods to modern, looks all unused.

£35 B

621 GB PHQ. 1977-78 in blue ring binder, sports to horses, superb lot, mint face £8.  11 sets of PHQ cards mint cat £57 + 15 FDCs £25 C
and covers with good postmarks.
622 GB PHQ. 1980-81 in green Tower album, 3 used and 2 mint PHQ sets and souvenir covers + sparse leaves.

£12 C

623 GB PHQ. 1983-90 fine collection of 272 PHQ cards in 2 large binders, all in sets + Channels.

£55 B

624 GB PHQ. 184 PHQ cards in brown binder, superb range of fine mint sets, 1999-2001 Christmas robins inc m/sheets, regionals £50 B
millennium sets. Cat £375.
625 GB PHQ. 237 PHQ cards in binder, 1988 Linnean to 1993 Christmas inc 1992 castles to £10 greeting sets of 10 all fine mint    £40 B
bar one used, cat £206.
626 GB OHQ. 1977-83, 50 sets fine used PHQ cards mainly unaddressed in brown binder inc many special postmarks, cat £266.   £40 B
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627 GB PHQ. 152 PHQ cards in red binder,  2007 machins anniversary ti 2008 Lest we forget cat £125 + 59 cards Channel Isles,   £40 B
IOM and Commonwealth, some used. 211 cards.
628 GB PHQ. 2x boxes with 11 x albums of PHQ cards from start to 2015, looks mostly used with SHS types. Good cat value.

£40 B

629 GB PHQ. 3 x banana boxes filled with PHQ cards mint and used, 1979 - modern,  Massive book price.

£35 B

630 GB PRESENTATION. 2000 Stamp Show presentation pack.

£10 C

631 GB PRESENTATION. 1959 Wilding graphite line presentation pack English, scarce.

£40 B

632 GB PRESENTATION. Green album filled with post and G O Presentation packs, fv £54+, good cat value.

£35 B

633 GB PRESENTATION. 2 x purple plastic crates with 7 x albums of presentation packs with a range 1971-2009 with a fv £630+. £320 A
634 GERMAN BERLIN. 1949 sgB21-B34 red overprint complete all mint.

£200 A

635 GERMAN PO IN CHINA. Selection of all used items of German Post Offices in China plus some Russian. SG 24, 25, 27 and   £45 B
sg27a.
636 GERMAN SAAR. 1948 sg255A flood disaster mini sheet used AS IS.

£400 A

637 GERMANY. 2 x clear plastic crates filled with albums and loose in envelopes plus covers. A good mix.

£35 B

638 GERMANY. Box full of albums with a mostly used range.

£30 B

639 GERMANY. Box full of albums filled with a mostly used range, middle to modern period.

£45 B

640 GERMANY. Blue stockbook filled wtih an all mint range of modern blocks / sheetlets. VSC £900+.

£50 B

641 GERMANY. Brown stockbook filled with an all mint range of modern blocks / sheetlets. VSC £900+.

£55 B

642 GERMANY. Red stockbook filled with a mint range of mainly modern blocks / sheetlets. VSC £1000+.

£55 B

643 GERMANY. Stockcard filled with various eagle stamps small and large shields, mostly used.

£200 A

644 GERMANY. 1930 sgms 464A Iposta mint sheet used on piece AS IS.

£250 A

645 GERMANY. 1934 sg526-536 airmail set mounted mint.

£18 C

646 GERMANY. 1930 sg456 airmail 2m bright blue South American flight zeppelin mint and used.

£95 A

647 GERMANY. Allied Occupations and West Germany. Large stockbook housing a pristine accumulation of around 2000 stamps, £550 A
virtually all mint nh & organised chronologically, starting with the Cologne cathedral sets, buildings with varieties, lots of
Brandenburg gate setsNH, 1949 helpers of mankind with top value x 4 NH, posthorns 30pf, 40pf and 60pf NH, 1952 youth set
x 8 NH,  1952 helpers set NH, 1954 mankind x 4 NH, interesting distinct printing flaws on the 1955 airmails, then 1955 helpers
x 12 NH, etc. Enormous catalogue running into many thousands, with some unusal non listed items to be found.
648 GERMANY. Several hundred stamps housed on album pages basically a collection of collections from areas as diverse as
£110 A
German Colonies, WW1 POs, WW2 occupations, Upper Silesia, Danzig, Saar, Memel, Bohemia and Moravia, German States
and much more. Completely uncatalogued, finds likely when studied carefully with a Michel.
649 GERMANY. Attractive collection used, all postally used, housed in an old fashioned Lindner album from the German empire  
shield issues onwards through to the 1930s with comprehensive inflation and officials, making this an important lot for a
specialilst to spend time on especially with a Michel. Highlights include 1872 / 79 pfennig and pfennige complete including
shades. Reichspost high values and good peacetime printings Deutsches Reich. No doubt a very high catalogue in quality for
commercially used far better then normally encountered.

£130 A

650 GERMANY. 1990s superb um selection commems and charities many in sheetlets of 10 + m/sheets. Ideal approvals. Cat £769 £110 A
651 GERMANY. 1964 Anti Hitler Martyrs sg ms 1342i x 50 um, cat £500.

£55 B

652 GERMANY. 1949-70 in white stockbook inc defins, commems and charities.

£70 A

653 GERMANY. 1949-70 mint and used in 16 sides stockbook inc better charities, ideal approvals.

£100 A

654 GERMANY. Specialised holding of the Allied occupation buildings series with over 2500 mint and used stamps in a loaded
£80 A
stockbook, with lots of types identified up to the high values, an extraordinary amount of work has been done here in
classification, plenty of mint never hinged inc 60pf imperf pair, small faults, a great lot for the specialist of this area to get thieir teeth
into, with much more to discover.
655 GERMANY. Small red stockbook with a range 1870s-1950s mint and used, STC £2,300+.

£110 A

656 GERMANY BAVARIA. Early selection of 8 x postal stationery of which 5 x are used.

£25 C

657 GERMANY BERLIN. 1948 sgB19 3m brown lake fine used.

£160 A
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658 GERMANY BERLIN. Red album filled with a mint and used range 1952-1982 with some useful items seen.

£20 C

659 GERMANY BERLIN. 1948 sgB18 2m violet black overprint used expertised.

£70 A

660 GERMANY BERLIN. 1948 sgB20 5m indigo black overprint used expertised.

£90 A

661 GERMANY BERLIN. 1949 sgB21-B34 red overprint complete all mint and expertised.

£200 A

662 GERMANY BERLIN.  1949 sgB68-B70 Berlin Relief fund set mm.

£45 B

663 GERMANY BERLIN. 1949 sgB24 2m violet 1 x mm and 2 x used, good cat value.

£150 A

664 GERMANY BERLIN. Mint never hinged collection housed in a Safe hingeless album with no empty spaces from 1952
scientists set through to 1980. Also includes 1953 bells to centre, Berlin buildings with the 20pf stadium, 1954 70pf hunting
lodge, etc. Immaculate quality here.

£110 A

665 GERMANY BERLIN. Accumulation of thousands of used stamps from the overprints on Russian occs onwards, housed in a
large jam packed stockbook includes over 100 black and red overprints with much potential for better shades, various von
Stephans, buildings to 5rm, Goethe, over a dozen bells left, right and centre, 1957 70pf hunting lodge x 5, etc. The vast
majority if not all these are commercially used. Later issues are parallel mint never hinged and used with many hundreds of
complete sets. Comprehensive in scope, ideal for a dealer.

£110 A

666 GERMANY BERLIN. Immaculate mint never hinged collection housed in a Safe hingeless album complete for the years 1952
through to 1979, inc 1952 olympics, scientists, 1953 bells to centre, church rebuilding set, 1954 70pf olive hunting lodge, etc,
etc. Perfection.

£160 A

667 GERMANY BERLIN. 1954-90 charities mainly um complete m/sheets and booklets. Cat £425.

£65 B

668 GERMANY BERLIN. 1949-75 in 60 page green album, many items both mint and used, better items of 1948-57 cat £1000,
high cat. Ideal starter lot.

£150 A

669 GERMANY BERLIN. Used collection housed in a Safe hingeless album, including 1948 black overprints 8 values to 60pf, the £55 B
red overprints to 80pf, green o/ps complete, buildings complete inc 1954 70pf olive, then highly complete through to the 1980s.
670 GERMANY BERLIN. Stockcard with a selection of mint and used, mixed condition but still good cat value.

£65 B

671 GERMANY BRUNSWICK. Stockcard with a selection of mostly used items, mixed condition but good cat value.

£40 B

672 GERMANY CHINA PO. 1901 mnr24 1m carmine red overprinted China and specimen mounted mint.

£45 B

673 GERMANY EAST. 1954-56 official sg0202-03, 0205-06 in full sheets if 100 + 1957 occupation sg314S x 1000 + sg318 x 100.   £60 B
2300 stamps, cat £925.
674 GERMANY FRENCH ZONE. 1949 sg msFR45A red cross mini sheet used.

£150 A

675 GERMANY FRENCH ZONE. 1949 sg FR42-FR45 red cross set used.

£45 B

676 GERMANY HANOVER. Stockcard with a seleciton of mostly used items, mixed condition. Good cat value.

£110 A

677 GERMANY LJADY. 1941 minr1 overprinted Ljady 60 on 1pf black mnh, hard to find item.

£260 A

678 GERMANY OLDENBURG. Stockcard with a range of used and unused, 5 items.

£500 A

679 GERMANY SAAR. Green album filled with a mint and used range, some useful items seen.

£160 A

680 GERMANY SAAR. 1948-57 um mint on stock cards inc 1948 views to 200fr, 1949 youth hostel, horse day, cat £212.

£40 B

681 GERMANY SAAR. Accumulation of well over 1000 mint and used stamps housed in a packed stockbook, including lots of
Germanias and the early pictorial issues inc surcharges, through to Heuss set mint never hinged and many other sets of the
1950s, a very useful range especially the o/ps, please view.

£80 A

682 GERMANY SAXONY. 1856 sg24 5NGR brick red and sg28 10NGR milky blue both fine used.

£50 B

683 GERMANY THIRD REICH. Large stockbook with well over 1000 mint and used stamps, including lots of Germanias mint never £80 A
hinged as well as used, interesting and extensive inflation period with much used as well as mint NH high values, useful 1920s
issues mint inc eagle airmails, personalities, Hindenburgs, through to Wagner, professions wih 40pf mint, Nurburgring o/ps set
mint, etc, up to late WW2. Lots of potential when explored with a Michel.
684 GERMANY THIRD REICH. Collection / accumulation of well over 1500 mint and used stamps, with most of the mint being
never hinged, as well as many special cancels on the used on piece. Includes costumes and professions used, trains with
40pf x 4 used, lots more 40pf purples including airposts, Hindenburgs and personalities with potential for the better
watermarks, etc. Please view page by page with a Michel.

£45 B

685 GERMANY THIRD REICH. Se veral hundred stamps all mint NH, overwhelmingly sheet corner marginals, especially blocks of £35 B
four. Rich colour hardly exposed to light. Ideal for a dealer.
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686 GERMANY WEST. 1951 sg1065-66 St Mary’s Church set on plain cover with tied shs, scarce item.

£100 A

687 GERMANY WEST. 1952 sg1060 90pf yellow green mm.

£95 A

688 GERMANY WEST. 1952 sg1058 70pf yellow mm.

£85 A

689 GERMANY WEST. 1951 sg1057 60pf red brown mm.

£25 C

690 GERMANY WEST. 1952 sg1056 50pf blue green mm.

£30 B

691 GERMANY WEST. Selection of stockcards with some varieties and other items. VSC £1000+ and includes a list.

£25 C

692 GERMANY WEST. Black stockbook filled with a range of mint and used, early to modern, VSC £500+.

£20 C

693 GERMANY WEST. Brown stockbook filled with a mint and used range of mainly modern period with many varieties, all
identified, list enclosed. High cat value, also has some Berlin items.

£50 B

694 GERMANY WEST. Complete collection from 1952 onwards, all mint never hinged, housed in a Safe album, including Heuss,   £160 A
the helpers of mankind sets,etc. Perfection.
695 GERMANY WEST. Mint holding of thousands of stamps organised chronologically in a large stockbook, all mint never hinged
including 1949 helpers complete x 2, 1950 Bach, 1951 posthorns inc 25pf, 50pf, 60pf and 80pf x 2 both signed Schlegel,
Marienkirche set, 1952 mankind with top value x 2, etc, through to 1970s. Pristine quality. Potential retail on good material
several  thousands  of  pounds.

£320 A

696 GERMANY WEST. 1954-60 Heuss on 3 pages collection inc various printings and paper, values to 3DM, all fine mint, cat £860 £100 A
697 GERMANY WEST. 1955-68 superb stock, some duplication, mint mainly um and used, sets and singles, commems and
charities on 6 sides stocksheets. Cat £2032.

£210 A

698 GERMANY WEST. 1949 Parliament, UPU, National Philatelic, 1951 St MAry, Heuss then 1954 Bible, 1956 Evangelical, all fine £120 A
mint inc um. Cat £906.
699 GERMANY WEST. 1949-54 charities and relief fund sets mint inc um, 1949 relief, 1950 Bach, 1951 St Mary Church and NBA, £190 A
1951-54 relief. Cat £1260.
700 GERMANY WEST. 1953-58 between sg1091-1217 mint all different inc 1953 Prisoner of War, Liebig, Munich Relief, 1954
Heuss to 3DM, 117 stamps. Cat £1050.

£130 A

701 GERMANY WEST. 1954-56 between sg 1123-1156 um inc 1955 Lufthansa and commems 1954-57 used inc good sets 1956
Relief x 2 + Stamp Exhibition x 2. Cat £593.

£75 A

702 GERMANY WEST. 1982-85 um commems 23 issues x 10 thematic, sports, pottery, cars.  Cat £454.

£65 B

703 GERMANY WEST. 1951-52 between sg 1073-81 Rontgen, da Vinci , Otto Glas, Heligoland, 1 missing perf, and Youth Hostel. £25 C
Good to fine used. Cat £152.
704 GERMANY WEST. 1959-97, 117 m/sheets from Beethoen to 1997 Exhibition, good to fine used inc cto, some duplication post £80 A
1990.  Ideal approvals or fair dealer. Cat £620.
705 GERMANY WEST. 1970-80s on 8 sides stockcards um mainly in sets, commems, defins and charities, many different. Cat
£616.

£70 A

706 GERMANY WEST. 1952-55 superb mint um and mm, 1952 Lutheran German Museum, Heligoland, Thum & Taxi, Lufthansa,   £70 A
1954 Relief Fund and Ifraba.  Cat £568.
707 GERMANY WEST. 1962-79 superb collection mainly um in Minkus album, near complete, m/sheets, defins, Europas, charities £80 A
olympics and coils. Cat £647.
708 GERMANY WEST. 1956-77 in red album, near complete um collection inc m/sheets, defins, various printings, commems and
charities. Cat £900.

£120 A

709 GERMANY WEST. In Lighthouse album, 1949-81 starter lot with good early betters, good to fine mint and a few used inc 1949 £280 A
UPU and Parliament, 1950 Bach, 1951 St Mary Church, 1953 Red Cross and Ifraba,  1954 Heuss to 3DM, 1955 Lufthansa
then complete to 1981. 1949-55 alone cat £1500.
710 GERMANY WEST. 1983-87 in green boxed Lindner album, most issues both um and used inc defins, commems, charities
m/sheets, coils and blocks of 4, near complete. Cat £944.

£100 A

711 GERMANY WEST. 1954-68 in brown Lindner album, all fine mint looks um, near complete defins and commems, cat £960.

£120 A

712 GERMANY WEST. 1949-69 in blue Schaubeck album, mainly good to fine used to 1956 inc mint then fine mint to 1969, near
complete, mainly high value sets, cat £2011.

£250 A

713 GERMANY WEST. 1973-84 in 56 pages brown binder, near complete sets um and used, cat £790.

£95 A
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714 GERMANY WEST. 1949-77 mint and used in green album, valuable lot to 1954 inc m/sheets. 1959 Beethoven mint and used, £200 A
odd commems then mint and used to 1977 near complete on 116 sides, huge cat, basis for two collections.
715 GERMANY WEST. 1991 in green boxed Lighthouse album, superb, most issues both mint and used. Defins, commems,
charities, m/sheets, castles to 4DM, booklets and self adhesives. Cat £677.

£80 A

716 GERMANY WEST & BERLIN. 1960-74 superb selection in stockbook, mainly in blocks of 4 um, sets and m/sheets, near
complete, strong thematic content.   Ideal approvals. CARE when viewing. Cat £1849.

£240 A

717 GERMANY WW2 OCCUP. Attractive collection housed in a Borek album, very well filled with many hundreds of mostly mint   £80 A
stamps, including Bohemia and Moravia virtually complete with first set signed, Alsace Hindenburgs complete mint and used,
General gouvernement also with very few if any empty spaces, parallel mint and used, Estonia Hitler heads complete mint and
used, Kurland surcharges inc on the field post eagle, etc, etc. A great collection of these popular WW2 occupations, please view.
718 GIBRALTAR. Stocksheet filled with a mint and used range, Kings period, VSC £180+.

£35 B

719 GIBRALTAR. GB 1d reds used in with A26 pmks Z19 plates 160, 170, 174, 184 and 187 cat from £24.

£30 B

720 GIBRALTAR. Stockcard with a range of QV item to 1/- all mm.

£35 B

721 GIBRALTAR. Album and pages with a range of mint and used, all periods but mainly QE2. Good cat value.

£35 B

722 GREECE. Very useful accum of well over 2500 used stamps, all pre 1930 from 19th C onwards. 1896 olympic games with        £800 A
multiples of the lower values inc 5l marginal block of 6, lots of attractive cds postmarks inc on high values to 10d, then a range
of surcharges on Hermes heads & olympics again inc superb examples, the metallic Hermes high values, 1902 Hermes defins
with about a dozen compl sets, the 1906 games with superb 5d top value, 1911/21 defins to 25d with 9 examples of the 10d
inc unlisted taller format , through to 1927 pictorials with many perf types identified on all values.
723 GREECE. 1900-98 in 64 sides stockbook, ex fair dealer stock mint and used, most identified, strong from 1930s airs, views
10d x 2, centenary set to 50D, 25D, 20D then commems and defins to 1998, several 1000s, huge cat, mainly fair to very fine.

£300 A

724 GREECE. 1930 centenary 10D to 50D sg446-450 mm bit heavy, cat £300.

£50 B

725 GREENLAND. Selection of 12 x complete sheets of Xmas seals with a range 1974-1988 all mint.

£35 B

726 GUATEMALA. Wonderful collection of revenue issues from the 1860s onwards, mostly pre 1910, with several hundred all well £1100 A
organised in 1 volume. Includes 1868 arm types with rare 1/2r R1 used & the peso values compl mint, then 1874 1/2r shades
m&u inc mint pair, 1881/2 series with types A, B & C on most values to 10 pesos yellow, through to magnificent large designs
of the later 1880s, the plain 1894 types inc 5c half sheet of 35, separations & reinforcement, telegraphs, long comm article
issues inc 1905 1c black stack of three RD5, also extensive turn of the century surcharges
727 HAITI. Very diverse range from the classics - of which there are several dozens - through to 20th century ending up with
modern including unlisted and m/s.  Overall many hundreds of stamps, the first half dozen pages are the best. Ideal for the
specialist as this has huge potential.

£55 B

728 HONG KONG. Hagner pages full with a range of 1980s- 1990s all commems and umm, STC £200+.

£40 B

729 HONG KONG. 1863 sg9 4c grey x 1 and sg13 18c lilac x 2 all used on piece.

£60 B

730 HONG KONG. Stockcard with a mint and used range, QV-QE2 period, VSC £400+.

£45 B

731 HONG KONG. 1945 cover locally used with a scarce black postage paid cachet only in use for a few weeks after liberation,
nice item.

£45 B

732 HONG KONG. Stocksheets with KGV1 to QE2 with blocks and singles, all mint.

£65 B

733 HONG KONG. Stocksheets with a range of KGV1 blocks of 4 and $10 block of 6, all nice used.

£180 A

734 HONG KONG. Stockcard with a range of KGV1 heads all used to $10, good cat value.

£25 C

735 HUNGARY. White album filled with a mostly used range 1871-1992, good starter collection.

£40 B

736 HUNGARY. 1942 Red Cross Fund set in 4 sheetlets of 10 sg717-720 um, cat £84.

£20 C

737 HUNGARY. Collection / accumulation of well over 1000 used stamps from classics through to 1940s, housed in a large
£160 A
stockbook, including twenty 5kr and 10kr Franz Josef first issues inc the two issues together on piece, further good postmarks
on the first numeral / envelope issues with lots of varieties, even more so on the turul issues with several pages categorised by
watermark to the high values. Also interesting early back of the book, extensive overprints of the early 20th century, etc.
Potential for discoveries, especially on the perf / watermark combos, pleae view carefully.
738 HUNGARY AIRMAILS. Accumulation of 1000s of mint and used stamps in a Schaubeck binder, focusing exclusively on
£160 A
airposts including the first set of 1918 complete mint and used, Szeged-Budapest air labels 1925, the zeppelin 1931 overprints
mint never hinged, 1933 propeller man set complete used, etc, right through to the 1980s with much thematic interest,
especially zeppelins and balloons, space, etc. Ideal for a dealer to replenish stock inexpensively.
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739 ICELAND. 1873 sg4 16sk yellow used minor thin plus cert.

£130 A

740 INDIA. 1938 Rocket Mail labels 164 “Marianne Kronstein”, 200 printed , “Gertrude Collins”, 500 printed and “Martha
Pagannis”, 500 printed, fine unused as issued.

£18 C

741 INDIA. 28 aerogramme forms mint and used mainly with military connections and postmarks, post WW2.

£10 C

742 INDIA. Stockcard with QV and KEV11 high values all used.

£18 C

743 INDIA & STATES. Blue stockbook filled with a used range QV-Kings period, minor duplication.

£15 C

744 INDIA POSTAL HISTORY. Fascinating coll of over 100 QV postal stationery envelopes written up on quadrille pages in an
album, almost all from the 1860s & written in Hindi or Arabic scripts, incl corres. We note many interesting p/marks on the 1/2
anna blue envelope inc blue ornamented Calcutta cds examples, Pinddadun Khan cds, Lahore red hexagonal & triangular
cancels, Multan City cds examples, Umritsur red ornamented cds, Mirzapore, etc. Also 1a brown examples inc reg letter to
Amritsar with large rectanuglar Kalabagh registration handstamp, etc, through to turn of century with C.E.F.

£420 A

745 INDONESIA. Approx 1000 stamps from 1950 onwards, housed in a crammed stockbook, organised chronolocigally with mint   £80 A
and used separated. Vast majority of the mint is never hinged. Appears comprehensive for the period, through to 1967 Tourism
souvenir sheet NH, etc. Please inspect.
746 IRAQ. 1931 10r scarlet official overprint on state service mm sg0104.

£30 B

747 IRAQ. 1932 sg0136 1/2d on 10r lake mm official oveprint.

£25 C

748 IRELAND. 1933 sg97 3d blue used showing dot at “N” variety not shown in Stanley Gibbons.

£25 C

749 IRELAND. Album filled with a mostly mint range 1922 to fairly modern. Good catvalue.

£55 B

750 IRELAND. 2 x Davo hingeless albums with slipcases 1922-2000 with a range of mint stamps, some useful items seen and         £270 A
many sets. High cat value.
751 IRELAND. An extraordinary in depth stock with the back of the book even better than the front, several hundred if not
thousands of stamps, predominantly mint NH, including range of “1 Gildi” o/ps NH, 1911 15a Sugurdsson pair NH, 1947 10kr
volcano mint NH, 1956 pictorials to 25kr x 2 NH, etc, etc. Comprehensive in scope, very well organised with huge mark up
potential, ideal for a dealer.

£260 A

752 IRELAND. 1922 2/6 s/horse being sg44 shiny o/print used with superb Limerick C.D.S.

£55 B

753 IRELAND. Useful 1922 5/- s/horse being sg45 shiny o/print on fine used stamp.

£55 B

754 IRELAND. 1922 10/- S/horse sg46 shiny o/print, cat £1400.

£160 A

755 IRELAND. 1937-57 selection of better items and sets on stocksheets, all fine mint, small duplication inc Newham Emmet           £70 A
Antonstal + 1st set P Dues, cat £379.
756 IRELAND. Collection of many hundreds of mint and used stamps in 2 volumes, an album with mostly mint from 1922-2006 inc £110 A
1952 Moore, 1953 An Tostal, 1953 Emmet, all complete never hinged, also a stockbook with many hundreds of mint never
hinged and used sets of 1980s and 1990s organised chronologically including many miniature sheets.
757 ISRAEL. Clear plastic box filled with FDC, looks mostly middle period. Charity lot.

£20 C

758 ISRAEL. Davo hingeless album with slipcase Vol 3 1974-1989 with a range of mint and used stamps.

£15 C

759 ITALIAN STATES. Some 12 x 1859 Romagna stamps used and unused. VSC £3000+.

£18 C

760 ITALIAN STATES. Some 13 x 1859 Sicily stamps used and unused. VSC £6000+.

£30 B

761 ITALY. 1923 sg155-60 50th anniversary of A Manzoni all fine used.

£300 A

762 ITALY. 1948 Centenary of 1848 Revolution part set sg706 / 710 / 713-717 all lmm.

£40 B

763 ITALY. Selection of album pages with a mostly used range, many early items.

£30 B

764 ITALY. Album filled with a range of mint and used, early to modern. Good cat value.

£50 B

765 ITALY. 1951 Tuscan stamp 551 sg780 good to fine used, Monte Cassino Abbey 55L sg791 used, Triennial Art Milan sg793-7
mm, hinge remains, cat £191.

£25 C

766 ITALY. 1979 set sg 1605-1606 x 50 um full sheet cat £257.

£40 B

767 ITALY AUSTRIAN TER. 1918 sg1-27 Italy stamps overprinted Venezia Tridentina all mm.

£20 C
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768 ITALY CINDERELLA. Old time approval book with collection of over 70 labels of the 1920s all different, in fact this appears to
be a comprehensive chronological run for the years 1926 and 1927, with far better quality than usually found on these.
Includes Venice art expo, Milan motorcycle expo, St Francis set, Kennel Club set, Bologna expo sets inc “under patronage of
Benito Mussolin”, set in honour of Volta from Lake Como, everything from atheltics to rabbit farming! Most attractive showing
including scarce items.

£55 B

769 ITALY OCC OF RHODES. 1932 royal visit pictorial set with imprint, with minimum 85 sets and many extra Lire values, total
catalogue well over $1,300.

£110 A

770 ITALY SICILY. 1859 sg1 1/2c orange yellow 4 margin slight thin and sg6 20g slate grey no margin experitsied on back. High cat £45 B
value, both used.
771 ITALY TUSCANY. 1851 sg4 1s orange / azure used joined pair 4 margin.

£20 C

772 JAMAICA. Stocksheet filled with a range of mint QE2 period, VSC £75+.

£15 C

773 JAPAN. Stockcard with sg17, sg19, sg21 and sg22 all from 1872 and all used AS IS.

£95 A

774 JAPAN. Album pages with a range of used items of the 1870s period, high cat value.

£220 A

775 JAPAN. Extremely scarce late 19th/early 20th C colour reproductions of issues of 1870s from the original plates, with 33 pages £650 A
showing different denominations/printings from 1/2s to 45s in sheets of 40, making 1,320 stamps in total. The issues consist
of:Kiri branches 1/2s brown Oct 1872 plates 1 to 1V, Feb ‘74 plates 1 and 11, 1/2s grey Feb ‘75, 1s indigo Aug ‘72 and Feb ‘74,
1s bown Feb ‘75, Aug ‘75, 2s yellow June ‘73, Feb ‘74 and Aug ‘75, 2s orange Aug ‘72, 4s rose April ‘73 & Feb ‘74, 4s green
Feb ‘75, foll by belt buckle 5s green March ‘76, 6s orange Feb ‘75 & 6s brown Jan ‘74, etc.
776 JAPAN. Brown stockbook with a range of mostly used items, middle to modern period.

£25 C

777 KENYA. 3 x POW covers of WW2 includes camp 359 and camp 1B Nyeri Station all used/

£45 B

778 KUT. Stocksheet with a mint and used range, mostly KGV1 period, VSC £260+.

£25 C

779 LATVIA. Accumulation of 800+ mint and used stamps neatly organised in a stockbook, the vast majority pre 1940, with many   £45 B
first issues, early charity issues, surcharges and overprints, the coat of arms definitives to high values, etc. A very useful lot for
dealer or collector with substantial postmark interest.
780 LIECHTENSTEIN. Safe hingeless album with a range of mint and used stamps.

£30 B

781 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1955-64 mint sets inc um, 1955 sports, 1956 Christmas and gymnastics + 1 used set. Cat £523.

£80 A

782 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1930 views 3r to 2fr, 14 items, good to fine mint, various perfs. Cat £710.

£90 A

783 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1911-21 onm 9 pages, near complete, good to fine mint, John 2 to 1921 opt inc John 2, thick and thin        
paper, postage dues and pictorials. Cat £390.

£50 B

784 LIECHTENSTEIN. 1941 10fr Madonna sg200 fine um in sheetlet of 4, cat £240.

£50 B

785 LITHUANIA & LATVIA. Collection of hundreds of mint and used stamps, virtually all one of a kind, from 1918 to 1940, housed £220 A
on album pages, for the most part well filled with lots of complete sets, the Lithuania white knights with no empty spaces inc
75s perf error, range of 1920s surcharges, issues of the 1930s perf and imperf, etc, the Latvia with a good range of first issues
categorised by papers, 1920s charity sets, later 1920s sets again both perf and imperf complete, etc. Useful collection,
completely uncatalogued.
786 MACAU. Stockcard with a mint range sg478-94, VSC £360+.

£55 B

787 MALAYA. 1949 sg3-17 complete set KGV1 all mint.

£20 C

788 MALAYSIA. Stocksheets with a range of mint and used, a good selection.

£15 C

789 MALAYSIA. 1907 sg49 $2 green and carmine used.

£20 C

790 MALAYSIA NEGRI SEMBILAN.  1898 sg20 4c on 8c dull purple and ultramarine ovpt in black mm.

£160 A

791 MALTA. Brown stockbook filled with a used range QV-QE2 period.

£15 C

792 MALTA. 1973 and 1981 defins to £2 and £3, commems and p/packs, fine um and used, cat £93.

£20 C

793 MEMEL. Under Lithuania Occupation. Last minute entry mint and used collection on album pages for the most part well filled,
several dozen different stamps to research, comprehensive in scope and far more than a foundation collection. An unhurried
viewing with specialised catalogues advised.

£110 A

794 MEMEL. 2 x stocksheets with a range of all mint between sg1-31.

£30 B

795 MEMEL. Stocksheet with a range of used between sg1 -130 all fine used.

£40 B

796 MEMEL. 1922 sg115-25 airmail overprint set fine used.

£35 B
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797 MONACO. 3 small lots, 1922 views high values 5fr x 5 sg 62-63. 10fr sg64 x 2 , 1924-32 better high values 1fr10 to 10fr x 2
mint sg99 102-105, 1933 airs opt sg143  2 mint and 2 used. Total cat £556.

£80 A

798 MONACO. 2006 fine umm + 5 booklets 1980 & 1990 Tax 2fr-5fr, face £38, cat £136.

£30 B

799 MONTSERRAT. KGV sg48 and sg 59 mint specimens plus sg 84-93 mint specimen set.

£35 B

800 MONTSERRAT. KGV defins 1916 / 22 mint part set to 5/- plus 1932 set sg84-93.

£40 B

801 MOROCCO. Range of Edward V11 range of all mint sg33-38 ex 34.

£30 B

802 MOROCCO. STocksheet with sg193, 196, 198, 199 all mint in control blocks of 6 and sg209 in control block of 4 mint.

£40 B

803 MOROCCO. 1914 sg129 5c on 1/2d, sg130 10c on 1d and sg135 1p on 10d all mint in control blocks of 6.

£15 C

804 MOROCCO. 1907 sg113 10c on 1d scarlet mint control block of 6.

£30 B

805 MOROCCO. 1917-1921 sg44 1 1/2d , sg45 2d, sg46 3d and sg49 1/- all mint and in control blocks of 6.

£35 B

806 NETHERLANDS. Collection of hundreds of different used stamps from 1920s to 1950s organised on stockpages, including      £220 A
extensive perforation varieties on the Wilhelmina definitives, syncopated perf studies with and without watermarks, as well as
good back of the book especially the postage dues again categorised by perf, with material unlisted in the major catalogues,
plus revenues etc. A very useful range completely uncatalogued, please check the types on the postage dues, sleepers highly
likely.
807 NETHERLANDS. Classics only postmark collection of 45 stamps on an album page, many straight line and fancy, inc 50c old. £80 A
This was last bought in Buhler’s auction in 1970s when it fetched 200DM hammer.
808 NETHERLANDS. 1970s-90s, 10 sets x 6 mainly um corner blocks, commems and charities, Cat £172.

£40 B

809 NETHERLANDS. 1980-90 um thematic commems and charities x 6, cat £182.

£35 B

810 NETHERLANDS. 1949 child welfare, 1950 culture fund sg708-718 good to fine mint, 1950 child welfare, 1951 culture fund   
sg727-763 good to fine mint. Cat £187.

£35 B

811 NETHERLANDS. 1955 child welfare, 1956 olympics, portraits, Rembrandt sg821-35, 838-42, fine mint, 1957 social fund,
paintings, 1958 costumes sg843-47, 857-66, 870-74.  Cat £199.

£40 B

812 NETHERLANDS. 1958-64 superb all different charities and commems between sg868-960 all fine mint mainly um, 29 sets and £40 B
singles. Cat £212.
813 NETHERLANDS. 1970s um commems and charities x 6 inc 1974 Anniversaries thematic sg1193-1195, cat £235.

£45 B

814 NETHERLANDS. 1955-59 on 3 pages charities mainly fine mint, 1955 child welfare, 1956 olympics mint, 1957 paintings mint
and used, 1958 costumes. Cat £266.

£40 B

815 NETHERLANDS. 1951-54 mainly mint collection, charities, child welfare sets, 1952 child, Riebeck, 1953 Child, 1954 Aviation   £40 B
fund. Cat £254.
816 NETHERLANDS. 1970-90s um, commems and charities x 6 thematic, cat £176.

£35 B

817 NETHERLANDS. 1973-74 superb um commems, Red Cross, Europas, strips of 3 and 4, cat £170.

£35 B

818 NETHERLANDS. 1980-90 superb um, 11 sets and singles, blocks of 6, commems and charities. Cat £123.

£25 C

819 NETHERLANDS. 1949-51 Juliana 2 1/2gld sg699 vf mint, 1 nibbled perf, cat £325.

£55 B

820 NETHERLANDS. 1876 Figures to 2 1/2c, 4 values 1891 Wilhelmina 5 values to 50c all miny o.g some a bit heavy, 50c corner
perf fault, still good looking. Cat £1395.

£70 A

821 NETHERLANDS. 1980s-90s, 11 sets x 6, commems and charities um, thematic. Cat £186.

£40 B

822 NETHERLANDS. 1970-90, 12 sets x 6 um, charities and commems inc many corner blocks, cat £192.

£40 B

823 NETHERLANDS. Two volume accumulation of several hundred stamps in two parts, a 1960s to 1980s range of mint never      £55 B
hinged sets, then a chronological run of used issues from 1880s-1980s, much again in sets with good souvenir sheets inc
1970 children charity cubes, etc.
824 NETHERLANDS & INDIES. Old stockbook holding of approx 1000 used stamps neatly displayed, with postmarks galore,
£160 A
straight lines, numerals, cds, etc., including on Netherlands Wilhelm with 50g gold x 2, 1860s coats of arms, lots of
Wilhelminas to high values, long royal heads, etc, through to postage dues, then then Indies with many Wilhelms, numerals
and first Wilhelminas to 50c, surcharges, Java inverts, postage dues, as well as Curacao range. A great lot for the specialist of
Netherlands and Colonies.
825 NETHERLANDS ANTILLES. 1969-75 um duplicated stock of 23 sets, m/sheets and singles, commems and charities, to 6 of    £45 B
each, thematic. Cat £266.
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826 NEW HEBRIDES. Group of 6 covers, 1949 5c and 10c French with inter-islands cds, 1963 Freedom from Hunger with FDC
£30 B
pmk, 1972 air cover with both 3Frs to London, 1972 air cover to London 1fr 10c with mixed 1938, 1953, 1957 and 1963 values,
plus two further registered covers to UK.
827 NEW ZEALAND. 1926 sg466-7 2/- deep blue and 3/- mauve both used.

£10 C

828 NEW ZEALAND. 1898 sg253 5d sepia used.

£30 B

829 NEW ZEALAND. 1915-30 sg425c 6d carmine lake used.

£70 A

830 NEW ZEALAND. 1915-30 sg430cc 1/- orange brown used.

£90 A

831 NEW ZEALAND. Red album with a range of mostly used QV chalon heads to QE2 period, high cat value.

£150 A

832 NEW ZEALAND. Chalon head 2d black proof, complete sheet of 240 and very scarce as such, very few extant in sheet
format. Fold split between a few stamps and one unobtrusive tear in margin. An exhibition item and a good source of the
different settings on the plate.

£220 A

833 NEW ZEALAND. Stockbook with a range of mostly used, all identified. Good cat value.

£40 B

834 NEW ZEALAND. 2 x stockbooks filled with a mint and used range, QV-QE2 period, minor duplication.

£15 C

835 NEW ZEALAND. 1937-54 in red stockbook, 16 sides, duplicated mint and used, GV1 type to 9d, Health, commems, 1954          £40 B
defins cto 3/- & 5/-. Fair to good, ideal approvals.
836 NEW ZEALAND POSTAL HIS. Remarkable collection of a few hundred covers housed in 1 album all written up on quadrille
£260 A
album leaves, inc fascinating collateral. Much is from NZ navy inc signatures of C/O of HMNZS Royalist, Achilles & Black
Prince, also Wellington, Bacchante, HMNZS Gambia with On Active Service cachets inc in Tokyo, to name a few. Lots more
signatures of C/Os inc E A Dearne, R A Moore, R H L Hunby, C J Martin, etc. There are many scarce covers present esp WW1
to 1950s although the collection goes through to  the late 1970s. Very interesting commercial covers to research.
837 NIGER COAST. Opobo provisional surcharge on bisect of the 2d Oil Rivers, used with light cds cancel. SG 59, cat £375.
Scarce.

£110 A

838 NORTH BORNEO. 1902 sgD41a 5c black and orange vermilion postage dues, missing stop, mm.

£30 B

839 NORTH BORNEO. 1944 Japanese overprint part set sg J20-J30 ex J23 4c all mint.

£25 C

840 NORTH BORNEO. Stocksheet with 1947 sg335-349 KGV1 set bars and GR overprints complete all mint with many sheet        £18 C
numbers.
841 NORTH BORNEO. 1947 sg335-349 KGV1 set bars and GR overprints complete all mint.

£15 C

842 NORTH BORNEO. 1945 sg320 - 34 BMA  oveprint set of 15 all mint.

£35 B

843 PALESTINE. Small blue stockbook with a range of mostly used, needs research.

£18 C

844 PHILIPPINES. White album filled with a range of mostly used, early to modern.

£30 B

845 PITCAIRN ISLANDS. Stocksheet filled with a mint range, mostly QE2 period, VSC £50+.

£12 C

846 PITCAIRN ISLANDS. 1940 sg1-8 KGV1 set complete all mint.

£10 C

847 PITCAIRN ISLANDS. QE2 set sg18-28 complete all mint.

£10 C

848 POLAND. Black album filled with a mint and used range, middle to modern period, good thematic range and minor duplication. £45 B
849 POLAND. Thematic um duplicated stock. 1975 Appollo Soyus m.sheet 62 sg sm 2376 x 50, 1963 fungi sg 2679 x 50 sets,       £90 A
Balloons sg ms 2727 x 100, pottery sg275-280 x 50, succulents sg2788-93 x 50, watches sg 3155 x 60 x 50.  Cat £1004.
850 PORTUGAL. Red album filled with a mostly used range which includes some Colonies, early to middle period.

£35 B

851 PORTUGAL. 1980 set sg 1793-94 full sheet of 50 um, cat £192.

£35 B

852 RHODESIA. Clear plastic crate filled with albums having a mint and used range, early to modern, some duplication but
research will reward.

£60 B

853 RUMANIA. One volume collection / accumulation of about 2000+ stamps mint and used, with hardly any duplication, starting £160 A
on homemade album pages with imperf bull / eagle / posthorn classics 6pa rose and 30pa blue mint with gum, through to the
Paris or Bucharest printed Carol heads of the 1870s, better early 20th century with the wounded soldier set and other WW1
period charity issues used, etc. The rest of the 20th century to early 1970s has a quite comprehensive run of sets. Please view.
854 RUMANIA. 1975 Europea Monument imperf numbered m.sheets, blocks 122 um + FDCs + block 121 um, cat £500.
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855 RUSSIA. An old Kabe album for issues to 1950s, fairly well filled with many hundreds of stamps, including 1858 perf 15 10k
used, over a dozen 1860s arms issues to 30k pink and green, many further tsarist arms to high values, through to 1913 royal
portraits complete used, currency underprints with and without surcharges, postage dues, early 1920 surcharges, 1937
Pushkin miniature sheet mint never hinged, 1938 Crimean views used complete, 1944 Lenin / Stalin and many other good
sets, imperfs, with few empty spaces to 1959. Will definitely repay closer examination.

£220 A

856 RUSSIA. An incredible range of mint never hinged sets from the late 1950s through to the mid 1980s very comprehensive,
several thousand stamps perf and imperforate, crammed in a bulging stockbook. The quality is superb throughout and these
are now very popular, especially the imperfs of which there are many dozens of sets. Forty full pages at a soft value of £10
each. A great opportunity.

£420 A

857 RUSSIA. Mint and used collection housed in an old stockbook stuffed full with thousands of stamps chronologically organised, £110 A
from 1918 onwards, including Batum, good inflation period to research, early charity ovpts, late Tsarist arms types, some in
mint mulitples, revenues seen, etc.  Please view carefully, this is a very intense lot presented stamp on stamp deserving a slow
viewing, huge potential.
858 RUSSIA. Album filled with a used range, early to middle period.

£35 B

859 RUSSIA AND AREA. Back of the book accumu several decades ago. Vintage collection of Russian Post Offices abroad,
£550 A
Republics & revolutionary issues, well over 1000 m&u stamps housed in an old stockbook, the stamps crammed on top of
each other making a challenging viewing. Includes Georgia, White Army issues in blocks perf & imperf, unusual Western Army
issues with o/ps, Wenden, offices in China to 5r signed twice & 7r, foll by offices In Turkish Empire inc 1876 8k on 10k
handstamp with two old time signatures, the steamship local overprints for Mont Athos, Kerassunde, Jerusalem, etc.
860 SAMOA. Stockcard with 29 Express stamps of the 1877-80 issues mainly mint many remainders and reprints.

£30 B

861 SAMOA. G.R.I. overprints for Brit Occ 1914. Includes 3 APS certs incl s/charges to 9d used on piece, also mint 9d with
£420 A
varieties incl no fraction bar mint and used; then 1/2d on 5pf no fraction bar, similar 2 1/2d on 20pf. Nice block of 4, 6d on 50pf
used.  High cat selection, needs to be viewed.
862 SAMOA. Stocksheet filled with mint and used 1877-80 express issues, various varieties from 1st to 3rd State.

£55 B

863 SARAWAK. 1950 sg171 - 185 KGV1 set complete all mint.

£18 C

864 SARAWAK. Stocksheet with 2+56 BMA overprints to 50c in singles, trio and blocks sg 126-37 all mint.

£25 C

865 SARAWAK. Stocksheet with 1934 stamps to 15c all in mint blocks of 4.

£20 C

866 SEYCHELLES. KEV111 1903 mint specimens, sg46-55 plus sg57-59 local surcharges, mint specimens.

£30 B

867 SEYCHELLES. QV 1890-1902 specimen and mint issues on hagner page documented between Die 1 and Die 2 varieties.

£110 A

868 SEYCHELLES. Stockcard with a range of mint, all QE2 period, VSC £80+.

£18 C

869 SEYCHELLES. Stockcard with some KGV1 all mint, VSC £220+.

£35 B

870 SIERRA LEONE. 1933 part set sg168-177 1/2d to 2/- all mm.

£12 C

871 SIERRA LEONE. 1933 sg178 5/- black and purple mm.

£20 C

872 SIERRA LEONE. 1932 sg166 10/- green used.

£18 C

873 SINGAPORE. Red album filled with a used and mint range, good cat value.

£50 B

874 SOMALILAND. 1938 sg93-104 complete set KGV1 all mint.

£20 C

875 SOUTH AFRICA. Anglo-Boer POW mail, three to Deadwood Camp, St Helena, with censors, three 1900 covers from Orange
River Colony to Greenpoint Camp, Cape Town with 1d ORC ovpt stamps, censored.

£30 B

876 SOUTH AFRICA. 3 x APO covers used in WW2 numbers 3, 7 and 11.

£45 B

877 SOUTH AFRICA. Stocksheet with a mostly used range, Kings period, VSC £520+.

£55 B

878 SOUTH AFRICA. South Africa Anglo-Boer War postal history, unaddressed envelope with Transvaal ZAR 2d stamp
£25 C
postmarked Dundee Natal 26 Nov 99 after the Boer occupation of the town, cover with 1d QV stamp addressed to Scotland
with the stamp postmarked AP053 Ja 24 01, active service cover endorsed “No stamps available” to Guildford pmk APO 63 Ap
06 01, Mr 5 01 front with 2 Cape 1d stamps to Kings Lynn with manuscript censor and 1900 censor cover Ladysmith to Durban
with 5 1d Natal stamps.
879 SOUTH AFRICA. Transvaal group of 23 picture postcards published in France and many supportive of the Boer cause. Mostly £60 B
unused. British POWs etc.
880 SOUTH AFRICA. 1991-92 in blue ring binder, superb um + 38 FDCs and FFCs, covers and cards, strong thematic content. Cat £30 B
£122.
881 SOUTH AFRICA. 1977-80 um + 55 FDCs and covers, counted as used, in blue album. Cat £112.
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882 SOUTH AFRICA. 1974-80 duplicated um stock in blocks, to 24 of each, commems, cat £260.

£40 B

883 SOUTH AFRICA. 1974-80 superb used commems, some duplication, blocks of 4 and 6, cat £192.

£35 B

884 SOUTH AFRICA.1941-60s mint and used thematic commems sets and defins on 38 double sided pages. CARE when viewing. £70 A
Cat £450.
885 SOUTH AFRICA & SWA. Album pages with a range of mostly used items including some top values and a few States stamps. £50 B
Good cat value.
886 SOUTH AMERICA. Green album filled with various countries, mostly used range.

£70 A

887 SOUTH WEST AFRICA. 2 x albums filled with a range of mint stamps and covers for 1975-1990 period. VSC £500+.

£60 B

888 SPAIN. Box with 3 x stockbooks having a mint and used range, early to modern.

£45 B

889 SPAIN. 1954 sg1194 3p deep blue cathedral mm.

£12 C

890 SPAIN. 1950 sg1150B 10c on 1p rose carmine mm.

£15 C

891 SPAIN. 1925 sg392 4p lake mm.

£30 B

892 SPAIN. 1905 sg302 40c rose mm.

£45 B

893 SPAIN. 1875 sg236 4p blue green used.

£70 A

894 SPAIN. 1856 sg62 2r deep purple mm 4 margin.

£12 C

895 SPAIN. 1851 sg12 5r rose used 4 margin.

£45 B

896 ST KITTS NEVIS. KGV sg24-36 mint specimen set to £1.

£40 B

897 ST KITTS NEVIS. Stockcard with a range of QV stamps all mint, good cat value.

£55 B

898 ST VINCENT. Black album filled with a mint range QV-QE2 period, some 100 stamps. Good cat value.

£30 B

899 STRAITS SETTLEMENT. 1912-23 sg211c $2 green and red on pale yellow used.

£20 C

900 STRAITS SETTLEMENT. 1883 sg63-71 QV set all fine used.

£18 C

901 STRAITS SETTLEMENT. Stockcard with a range sg11-18 all used, good cat value.

£40 B

902 SUDAN. 1938 sg75 3p on 3 1/2p ovpt black and violet mm.

£10 C

903 SUDAN. Stocksheet filled with a mint range VSC £370+.

£45 B

904 SUDAN. 2 x stocksheets filled with a mostly used range. VSC £370+.

£45 B

905 SUDAN. Selection of stocksheets full with a mint and used range with some duplication, VSC £3200+.

£650 A

906 SURINAM. 1970-75 um, 17 different sets in blocks of 4 or 6 thematic. Cat £175.

£35 B

907 SWITZERLAND. Small box filled with first day covers and first flight covers plus other odds. Research should reward.

£12 C

908 SWITZERLAND. 1850-51 2 x 5rp and 1 x 10rp used, good condition.

£40 B

909 SWITZERLAND. Collection of very well filled album pages with several hundred mint and used stamps virtually all one of a
kind, from 1880s to mid 20th century, including an interesting page of the numerals under cross paper types with no empty
spaces, also comprehensive Helvetias 1908 onwards, William Tell and sons types, as well as pro juventute from 1913, highly
complete mint from 1920 onwards, souvenir sheets, etc. Lots more here to see, please inspect.

£110 A

910 SWITZERLAND. Basel dove embossed, four margins used, probably a proof with red cancel applied and repaired, or a faulty   £220 A
Sperati forgery. Original cat approx £15,000 at time of going to press, a very good space filler.
911 SWITZERLAND. Stocksheet full with a range of  mostly used 1920s-1960s, VSC £480+.

£80 A

912 SWITZERLAND. Stockcard with a range of 1852-1882 imperf and perf types all used.

£130 A

913 SWITZERLAND. 1947-79 ex charities, Europas near complete inc 1948 landscapes and views, 1959 PTT ,1960 and 1964         £80 A
monuments, 1961 wood carving to 20fr, 1973 building booklets to 10r, all f mint inc um.,  Cat £602.
914 SWITZERLAND. 1979-97 superb range of 66 unaddressed FDCs, pro juventute and charities, cat £280.

£50 B

915 SWITZERLAND. 1938-71 in Bella album in envelope Pro Patria, no 1940 or 1942 m/sheet, mint. Cat £390.

£65 B
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916 SWITZERLAND. 1937-60, 13 m/sheets, 1937 juventute sgms J83, 2 mint and 1 used, National Defence sg ms 367, 1941
juventute sg ms J99A, 1943 centenary sg ms 430A x 4, Geneva sg  ms 433A, 1960 pro patria sg ms641, all mint bar 1.  Cat
£776.

£120 A

917 SWITZERLAND. 1969-72 in red binder, 152 covers and FDCs much multi franking, hand written addressed with registered
labels. Pro patria, juventute, defins and tete beche.

£75 A

918 SWITZERLAND. 1990-93 in red binder, superb near complete, 85 unaddressed FDCs most issues um, publicity, pro patria,
juventute, stamps cat £440.

£65 B

919 SWITZERLAND. 1963-75 in red album, 116 cards, covers, FDCs, special flights, defins, m/sheets, UN Agencies and Europa,
mainly unaddressed.

£45 B

920 SWITZERLAND. Intensely packed stockbook with 1000s of mostly used stamps and souvenir sheets, mainly 1960s-2000s inc £110 A
2007 3d issue for museum of communication, hundreds of sets including many charity issues, through to back of the book with
bureau o/ps in blocks of four, Liechtenstein mostly souvenir sheets, even an interesting corner block of six Hitler 1rm dark
green with Schwarzenberg obliterator handstamps. Catalogue no doubt running into thousands.
921 SWITZERLAND. 3 volumes with well over 1000 m&u stamps, the Schaubeck album with a very nice range of material inc 5rp   £260 A
blue & red rayon 1 repaired, Strubel imperfs inc 40rp green with large margins, sitting Helvetia to 1fr, standing to 3fr, etc, 19th
C postage dues well worth investigation, airposts section inc used blocks of 4 to 1fr purple winged man, 1948 30c Jungfrau on
granite paper used block of 4, through to comprehensive mint sets from 1949 onwards. The other books have predominantly
mnh sets with face over £300. A great lot to research, especially the overprints on the airmails.
922 SWITZERLAND. Kabe album well filled with many 100s of mint and used stamps, as well as postal history, from classics
onwards, inc 1850 / 52 rayons, 11 imperf Strubel Helvetias to 40r green, sitting Helvetias cat by papers to 1fr gold m&u, 1878
blue postage dues compl used, lots of standing Helvetias by perf type to 3fr, pro juventute 10rp forerunner & sets of 1915,
1916 & 1917 etc used, souvenir sheets inc Imaba used, as well as great postal history from  1870s Helvetia frankings inc 5c
brown and 20c orange superb, as well as early stationery/stamp combos, 1900 UPU postcards.

£260 A

923 SWITZERLAND. Mint stock systematically organised set by set, including miniature sheets, primarily from the 1960s all
housed in a substantial stockbook. Estimated face value about £200.

£80 A

924 SWITZERLAND. Comprehensive used stock with 1000s of stamps chronologically organised, the overwhelming majority in
complete sets, primarily the 1940s onwards. Catalogue value will be many thousands.

£110 A

925 TONGA. 1893 sg01-05 official set heavy mounted.

£30 B

926 TONGA. 1897 1d mint with the variety “Lopped branch” sg75a cat £140.

£12 C

927 TRANS JORDAN. 1939 10c perf 13 1/2 x 13 umm sg199a cat £190.

£20 C

928 TRANS JORDAN. 1930 set, less later issued in 1934, mint sg195-207, less 194b, 196a and 197a, cat £350.

£60 B

929 TURKEY. Album well filled with a mint and used range 1862-1943 with useful items seen.

£80 A

930 USA. A well filled Yvert album housing a collection of many hundreds of mint and used stamps from the classics onwards,       £260 A
virtually all one of a kind. We note 1861 5c brown Jefferson, 10c Washington, 24c Washington and 30c Franklin, 2c Jackson,
1869 grills with four values to 12c, Washington / Franklin heads to $1, considerable re cancel interest on Washington /
Franklins also to $1, very few empty spaces from 1920 onwards with many later sets mint never hinged, through to back of the
book including useful airmails, special deliveries, departmentals, postage dues from 1879, etc. Sleepers here.
931 YUGOSLAVIA. Several hundreds if not thousands of stamps housed in one bulging volume, stamps crammed on top of each £55 B
other from the forerunners with overprints on Bosnia to check for perfs, freedom breaking chains, through to interesting back of
the book with much on the way. Please inspect.
THE END OF SALE
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